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Abstract

How can firms gain competitive advantage from available technologies is a key ques-

tion in strategy. In my dissertation, I develop new theory and provide evidence to

show that a firm’s focus in selective technological areas may play a central role of

creating competitive advantage in industries with rapid product turnover. Firms

commit limited resources when selecting which technologies to develop, affecting

the composition of their product portfolios and allowing some firms to subsequently

capture greater value relative to others.

I examine how firm attention to technologies within an industry affect their ability

to swiftly incorporate them into products (essay 1); establish a theoretical foundation

for firm-to-firm matching in the market for alliances (essay 2); develop an economet-

ric methodology based on the insights from a firm-to-firm matching model (essay

3); and investigate how firm technological interests attract partners in the market

for inter-firm collaboration (essay 4). Across four essays, I find that competitive

advantage varies with the firm’s technological composition, its current focal area of

technological development, and the collection of potential alliance partners. These

findings contribute to understanding conditions under which a firm captures value

from the component technologies scattered across its industry, and the key trade-offs

associated with allocating its technological focus.
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1

Introduction

A central area of focus for strategy scholars is understanding how firms consistently

outcompete rivals. While maintaining low costs works well for undifferentiated goods,

industries characterized by high levels of innovation and product turnover require

companies to effectively extract value from the wide range of component technologies

within their environment. This is no easy task and understanding how this occurs

is further complicated by the endogenous nature of firm interactions. That is, the

decisions or outcomes of some firms will affect the options and consequences of others.

This brings traditional empirical work on companies that have relied on single agent-

based approaches to question. The thesis presented here consists of four essays that

are motivated to answer the question: how can firms extract value from the available

set of technologies in their environment given the presence of such externalities?

The set of essays contributes to the areas of innovation, technological market entry,

and inter-firm alliances within the field of strategic management by investigating the

nature of how firm decisions affect one another, re-examining prior results under a

novel methodology and deriving new insights.

In my first study, I examine how the speed of introducing a product with a new
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focal technology for follower firms after a pioneer’s entry is affected by managerial

attention, considering the role of both the follower firm’s attentional dispersion to

latent industry-level technological topics as well as its attentional similarity with

respect to the pioneer firm. Using patent application abstracts filed by top mobile

device firms from 2004 to 2008, I implement probabilistic topic modeling to reveal

latent themes across technologies, develop novel measures of firm attention and test

their impact on the speed of launching new mobile phone features in the German

market. I find that both attentional dispersion and attentional similarity are related

to faster entry following a pioneer. Moreover, attentional dispersion not only help

follower firms commercialize market-tested and successful technologies quickly, but

may also provide alternatives for solving earlier flops. This work contributes to the

literatures on entry timing and managerial cognition.

For the second essay, I setup a nontransferable utility (NTU) two-sided matching

model that can be used to characterize a firm-to-firm matching market for collabora-

tions. Within this framework, all potential matches are assigned values corresponding

to a net realized profit from an alliance between two firms. A Greedy algorithm gen-

erates the equilibrium, whereby the highest valued alliances are formed in sequence

so long as no firm capacity constraints are violated at each stage. After ensuring

existence and uniqueness of the matching equilibrium, I show a set of Pareto effi-

cient properties that characterize the equilibrium outcome. This work contributes to

economic matching theory by extending a set of results to a many-to-many (NTU)

matching market with a fixed sharing rule between partners.

Next, I propose a score estimator based on the insights generated from the NTU

matching model of essay 2. The score estimator uses a simple set of inequality

conditions implied by the model to estimate the effects of observable match char-

acteristics on the surplus generated within a match. I start off by making a set of

assumptions on the functional form of the match surplus function and the distri-
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bution of the observable characteristics underlying the data generating process to

ensure identification. The score estimator is then proposed and the intermediate

result on identification is used to prove its consistency under random sampling. This

work contributes to the matching econometrics literature by furnishing a convenient

semi-parametric estimator for a class of NTU matching models.

In my last chapter, I use the insights and tools developed in the preceding 2

chapters to investigate the impact of firms’ technological interests on alliance value

creation among Software and Information & Communication Technology (ICT) firms.

With the newly developed matching framework, I’m able to account for the nature

of incomplete contracts that are symptomatic of inter-firm relations. Based on my

findings, firms seek partners that have common technological interests while pos-

sessing breadth in technological specializations/expertise that can be used to realize

commercial value from the joint knowledge produced within the alliance. Secondly,

most of the net value created within an alliance comes from having common inter-

ests in technologies that neither partner owns. This is because when a firm owns a

technology, it is better able to commercialize it in the absence of collaboration, thus

reducing the potential net benefits from an alliance. In addition, firms with relatively

better outside options compared to their partners can extract a greater proportion

of the total joint value produced. This pattern of findings is not detected using other

methodologies that have been employed and contributes to the alliance literature

by re-examining the determinants of inter-firm collaboration under an innovative

matching-based approach.

3



2

Following Faster And Smarter: Attention Focus
And Entry Timing In Mobile Devices

Organizational and strategy scholars who seek to understand innovation and market

entry are paying increasing heed to the role of managerial attention. Attention is a

scarce managerial resource (Simon, 1947; Ocasio, 1997) and the technology-related

problems, opportunities, and solutions (more generally, topics) to which managers

attend can have far-reaching consequences for whether and when firms introduce

new technologies (Cho and Hambrick, 2006; Dahlander, O’Mahony, and Gann, 2016;

Wilson and Joseph, 2015). Managers’ attention can direct firm investments in new

technologies (Barnett, 2008; Kaplan, 2008; Maula, Keil, and Zahra, 2013), increase

the rate of new product introductions (Li, Magitti, Smith, Tesluk, and Katila, 2013;

Nadkarni and Chen, 2014; Yadav, Prabhu, and Chandy, 2007), and facilitate product

market entry (Eggers and Kaplan, 2009). Given that speed of introducing success-

ful technological innovations is associated with revenue premiums (Banbury and

Mitchell, 1995; Klingebiel and Joseph, 2016), the distribution of attention within or-

ganizations and its impact on timing of technology introductions may have important
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implications for overall firm performance (Williams and Mitchell, 2004).

Key issues remain open in how attention affects market entry. Prior studies of

cognition and innovation have emphasized attention patterns within firms and firms’

selective focus on a given technology in predicting the corresponding entry into that

technology (e.g., Eggers and Kaplan, 2009). Yet firms face a wide array of decision

alternatives (Klingebiel, 2017), with competing firms attending to varying subsets of

technology-related topics. Notably absent in the extant research is consideration of

how an overlap in competing firms’ attention patterns (such as between technology

pioneer and follower) might affect technology introductions. Indeed, variation in

firms’ attention patterns to topics may be consequential for their entry timing.

Much of the work on early mover advantages and disadvantages (Lieberman and

Montgomery, 1988; Mitchell, 1989) has ignored cognitive explanations, favoring an

emphasis on industry dynamics or firm capabilities (cf., Fosfuri, Lanzolla, and Suarez,

2013). Yet early entry decisions reflect firms’ efforts to choose among a wide array of

feature technology alternatives and to balance commercial uncertainty with potential

competitive preemption (Agarwal and Bayus, 2004; Klingebiel and Joseph, 2016;

McCardle, 1985). Given that the problem in these choice situations is to make

the most of limited available attention and to use resources for features that could

provide the greatest returns, attention-based theory offers a window on such decisions

(Ocasio, 1997).

This study aims to address these gaps by examining the relationship between en-

try timing and topic attention. I link theories of attention (Ocasio, 1997, 2011) with

perspectives on organizational learning (Levinthal and Rerup, 2006; Weick and Sut-

cliffe, 2006) to explore whether entry timing following a technology pioneer’s entry

is affected by the relationship of attentional dispersion across industry topics and

attentional similarity to industry topics relative to the pioneer. My thesis is that

in order to understand entry timing, it is necessary to understand how attentional
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dispersion and similarity affect the firm’s recognition of environmental cues and tra-

jectory of organizational learning - the identification, development, and utilization

of knowledge in support of integrating new technology features into new products.

To test these arguments, I examine firm attention patterns and entry timing

of technology (i.e., feature) innovations in the mobile device industry from 2004

to 2008, during what is known as the feature phone era (Klingebiel and Joseph,

2016). As the focal outcome, I examine the likelihood of commercializing a new

technology in a product following the introduction of the technology by a pioneer.

My conjectures shift from the concerns of the pioneer and, instead, focus on the speed

of entry displayed by other early movers. Technological advancement of products

is a key concern of managers and a source of performance heterogeneity (Conti,

Gambardella, and Novelli, 2013; Eggers, 2012a; Paulson Gjerde, Slotnick, and Sobel,

2002). During this era, performance in the mobile device industry required firms

to offer new products with novel but rapidly outdated technologies (Giachetti and

Lampel, 2010; Koski and Kretschmer, 2010), such as newer displays, cameras, and

memory.

I explore attention to technology topics articulated within company patents by

way of a text analysis technique, topic modeling (Blei, 2012; Kaplan and Vakili,

2015). Topic modeling identifies topics (themes) that are latent in a collection of

documents and captures the frequency distribution of generated topics that best ac-

counts for each document (Blei, Ng, and Jordan, 2003). Recently, social scientists

have begun to recognize the scalability and applicability of this text mining technique

and have adopted it in various empirical settings to capture cognitive breakthroughs

in the corpus of patent abstracts (Kaplan and Vakili, 2015), and specifically to ex-

amine the attentional patterns of firms (Wilson and Joseph, 2015).

This paper makes two contributions to studies of managerial cognition and tech-

nology strategy. First, it augments cognitive perspectives of technology strategy by
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explicitly addressing the entry timing consequences of attention patterns to both

industry-wide and pioneer topics. Prior work has examined the effects of attention

to external information sources on the rate of new product or patent introductions

(Dahlander et al., 2016; Li, Maggitti, Smith, Tesluk, and Katila, 2013; Nadkarni and

Barr, 2008; Yadav et al., 2007). Here, I broaden the attentional possibilities of the

firm and consider its attention to the array of potential topics within the industry

and to the first movers of new technologies. Second, I contribute to the literature on

entry timing and early mover advantages (Suarez and Lanzolla, 2007). In addition

to offering an attention-based lens for such decisions, I make heretofore unrecognized

distinctions in feature technologies. In particular, I acknowledge that not all tech-

nologies are worth pursuing and highlight the variations caused by topic attention

patterns in following hit vs. flop technologies. I also examine the capacity of firms

to recover from flop introductions, an important aspect of technology strategy with

managerial implications given that performance in many industries depends on fast

entry of a stream of new features.

2.1 Organizational Attention and Entry

The notion of topics to which organizations attend is central to the attention-based

view (ABV) of strategy (Ocasio and Joseph, 2005). The ABV defines attention as

the noticing, encoding, interpreting, and focusing of time and effort by organizational

decision makers on issues and initiatives (Ocasio, 1997: 189). I use the term topic to

include combinations of issues (problems, opportunities) and initiatives (solutions).

A firm’s choice of topics not only reflects an assessment of expected value to the firm

(Nickerson and Zenger, 2004) but also is shaped by managerial experience (Barreto

and Patient, 2013; Levy, 2005; Tuggle, Sirmon, Reutzel, and Bierman, 2010) and

organizational structures (Joseph and Ocasio, 2012; Maula et al., 2013; Palmi, Lin-

gens, and Gassmann, 2016; Stevens, Moray, Bruneel, and Clarysse, 2015). Although
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a large number of technology topics will be proposed by organizational members,

only a subset will establish the often limited foci of attention within the organization

(Dutton, Ashford, O’Neill, Hayes and Wierba, 1997).

The topics to which organizations attend serve as an impetus for strategic de-

cision making (Mintzberg, Raisinghini, and Theoret, 1976; Nutt, 1984) and are a

prerequisite to managerial activity aimed at improving firm performance (Keisler

and Sproull, 1982). Attention patterns shape the environmental signals to which

managers are most attuned, bringing salience to certain segments of the information

environment and filtering out peripheral environmental stimuli. Accordingly, a firms’

patterns of attention to particular technology-related topics guide how resources are

allocated in the acquisition and development of knowledge and coordination of ac-

tivities in support of utilizing and integrating that knowledge - such as developing

new technologies and integrating them into platforms and products.

This study focuses on how attention affects entry timing in response to a pioneer

entrant. I define a follower’s entry timing as the time between a pioneer’s launch

of a new technology feature (e.g., Bluetooth, USB) and the focal firm’s launch of

the same technology for its own product. Prior research has identified several inter-

firm differences in entry timing, including efforts to capture uncertain opportunities

(Eggers, 2012b; Wernerfelt and Karnani, 1987), firm capabilities (De Figueiredo and

Kyle, 2006; Lee, 2008; Mitchell, 1991; Hawk, Pacheco-de-Almeida and Yeung, 2013;

Robinson and Chiang, 2002), industry characteristics (Giachetti and Lampel, 2010;

Koski and Kretschmer, 2010; Putsis and Bayus, 2001), and competitors’ attempts

to capture new product categories (Giachetti and Dagnino 2013; Sorenson, McEvily,

Ren, and Roy, 2006). Here, I complement with cognitive explanations that consider

organizations’ attention.

Entry timing is an important component of technology strategy because moving

early or late accounts for significant variations in firm performance outcomes (e.g.,
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Gomez and Macas, 2011; Lieberman and Montgomery, 1988; Mitchell, 1991; Suarez

and Lanzolla, 1998). Although findings are mixed as to whether early or late entry

is better for performance (Golder and Tellis, 1993; Klingebiel and Joseph, 2016;

VanderWerf and Mahon, 1997), the literature agrees that both strategies are fraught

with risk (Klingebiel, 2017). Late movers often cede revenue premiums or market

share to early entrants (Banbury and Mitchell, 1995). Early movers face technical

and demand uncertainty, and firms might easily allocate attention to the wrong

technologies and products (Klingebiel and Rammer, 2014; Vidal and Mitchell, 2013).

Implicit in much of the extant research is that attention to a fixed set of is-

sues provides criteria and shared parameters for directing resources in support of

new technologies (e.g., Eggers and Kaplan, 2009). Much of it focuses on how top

management attention directs activities within the organization and emphasizes at-

tention to a given set of external topics, technologies, or information sources (e.g.,

Li et al., 2013). Dynamic industries offer a vast and changing array of technology

topics that compete for managerial attention. Hoffman and Ocasio (2001) note that

firms demonstrate industry-level attention, which reflects how industry participants

selectively focus their attention on a limited set of topics that represent potential

opportunities for the industry. Consistent with this notion, I consider all technology

topics available in the industry and firms’ concentration vs. dispersion of attention

to those topics.

Also, prior research commonly prioritizes the innovation implications of attention

within the boundary of a single firm (e.g., Dahlander et al., 2016; Wilson and Joseph,

2015). The idea of industry-level attention opens the potential for firms within an

industry to have similar attention patterns. Research shows that industry players

often develop similar cognitive maps (Barr , Stimpert, and Huff, 1992; Nadkarni

and Barr, 2008) or perceptions of competitors (Porac, Thomas, and Baden-Fuller,,

1989), which guide subsequent and often similar competitive actions (Miller and
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Chen, 1994). The same may be true for attention focus within an industry. In

particular, no studies have examined the implications of a common attention focus

on industry topics between a focal firm and the pioneer of an industry technology,

which may be especially important for entry timing.

In what follows, I examine the links between the market introduction of new

technologies and the configuration of a firm’s attention within the research domain.

I emphasize attention to technology topics and discuss mechanisms that directly

relate topic attention to entry timing. In particular, I introduce two types of atten-

tional focus: attentional dispersion and attentional similarity. Attentional dispersion

(conversely, concentration) reflects the degree to which the firm focuses broadly (con-

versely, narrowly) on a set of technology topics or themes. Attentional similarity is

defined as the degree to which two firms share a similar focus of attention on tech-

nology topics.

2.2 Hypotheses

2.2.1 Attentional Dispersion and Similarity

Attentional dispersion is likely to be consequential for entry timing for two reasons.

First, more dispersed attention may improve the detection of environmental cues,

trends, and events. Greater dispersion of attention may help liberate the firm from

parochial vision and increase the probability that subtle cues that exist throughout

the technological landscape will be encoded appropriately rather than overlooked

or misinterpreted (Levinthal and Rerup, 2006; Weick and Sutcliffe, 2006). In tech-

nological spheres, these cues are often ambiguous and unanticipated (Rerup, 2009)

and require attention on multiple topics to increase their salience. Picking up such

cues helps the firm respond to emergent technologies and enables faster allocation of

resources to developing those opportunities (Van de Ven, 1986; Yadav et al., 2007).

Accordingly, attentional dispersion will increase the amount of information to
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which managers are exposed and so improves the odds that those managers will

select the most valuable knowledge for developing new technologies (Laursen and

Salter, 2006; Leiponen and Helfat, 2010; Li et al., 2013). It may also yield a better

understanding of how new technologies fit with existing platforms or product lines.

For example, researchers found that external knowledge was only useful to the firm

when managers directed more attention to those sources, because it required more

effort to understand how it fit with internal knowledge (Dahlander et al., 2016).

Second, greater dispersion of attention is likely to provide a better understanding

of opportunities for recombining knowledge and routines. The speed of technology

innovation relies heavily on the ability of firms to not only identify new knowledge

(Ahuja, 2000), but also connect previously unrelated ideas and recombine previous

combinations of knowledge in novel ways (Levinthal and Rerup, 2006). For example,

in the mobile device industry, a focus on radio frequency transmission and on photo

image quality (two topics) may lead a firm to make or buy an upgraded camera, and

create a better understanding of how that camera should be combined with existing

platforms and technologies that can be incorporated onto a new device. Mindful

attention to a more diverse set of topics may allow for more rapid recombinations

of knowledge and integration of the most promising technologies into new products.

Conversely, although high focus on a given topic may increase the speed of introduc-

tion for the relevant technologies, dispersion may result in greater speed on average

when taken the whole spectrum of technologies into account. This suggests the first

hypothesis.

Hypothesis 2.1 [H2.1]: Greater attentional dispersion to industry topics is re-

lated to faster introduction of new technology features following a pioneer’s entry.

Greater similarity in attention to an industry pioneer increases the chances that

the time and effort given to developing particular technologies will parallel that of
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a pioneer. Similarity in attention improves the likelihood that the focal firm and

pioneer notice the same changes in the technological environment and incorporate

them into the focal firms’ technology roadmaps and plans. Attention to similar topic

areas also suggests that time and effort of the focal firm is devoted to finding and

exploiting similar knowledge as the pioneer, which leads to similar discoveries. It also

aids in detecting components and combinations to avoid and gives intuition about

knowledge and routine recombinations that are likely to yield the best results.

Although typically overlooked in studies of attention, attentional similarity can

arise from either chance or interactions within the industry. Common focus may be

purely stochastic, with overlaps reflecting a confluence of various factors. However,

attentional similarity may also be derived from the active efforts of managers to follow

technology leaders and the interaction of managers from different firms. Research has

shown that representatives from different firms in the same industry often attend the

same industry meetings and that this is consequential for sharing information and

opportunities between firms (Rosenkopf, Metiu, and George, 2001). Also, industries

are frequently characterized by movement of engineers or scientists between firms

(e.g., Almeida and Kogut, 1999; Argote and Ingram, 2000; Song, Almeida, and Wu,

2003). These people are likely to bring their attentional patterns with them, and

consequently their corresponding knowledge focus, even if there are NDAs in place

(Mawdsley and Somaya, 2016). Finally, firms within the same industry often share

suppliers (Martin, Mitchell, and Swaminathan, 1995); this is particularly true of the

mobile device industry (Klingebiel and Joseph, 2016) where often only a few suppliers

are capable of meeting the necessary quality and quantity demands. Suppliers such

as providers of chips, hardware, and software may serve as a conduit of attention,

directing manufacturers toward particularly important topics.

Even if the firms do not share technology roadmaps (due to other factors such as

different experiences, resources, capabilities, or priorities), similar attention patterns
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suggest the focal firm is well positioned to respond quickly to the pioneer. If the firm

is caught off guard by a pioneer’s launch, similar attention patterns as the pioneer

will facilitate faster recovery and quicker launch of the same technology for their own

product. This suggests a second hypothesis.

Hypothesis 2.2 [H2.2]: Greater attentional similarity to industry topics be-

tween a focal firm and the pioneering firm is related to faster introduction of new

technology features following a pioneer’s entry.

By extension, I expect the combination of high attentional dispersion and sim-

ilarity to pioneers to be especially helpful in moving early. Attentional similarity

to a pioneer’s technology positions the focal firm to discern the integrative solu-

tions developed by pioneers, while attentional dispersion allows the firm to better

integrate features with other existing platforms, technologies and products. Hence,

firms with both patterns can more quickly develop a particular technology and follow

the pioneer. This suggests Hypothesis 3.

Hypothesis 2.3 [H2.3]: The greater the combination of attentional dispersion

and similarity, the faster its introduction of new product features following a pioneer’s

entry.

2.2.2 Hits and Flops

An overlooked aspect of entry timing studies is the idea that some features are

not worth following (Klingebiel and Joseph, 2016). Only a subset of technologies

eventually become hits, i.e., technologies that generate feature revenue premiums

because they either command a high price or generate greater sales. These premiums

are generally short-lived and available only during the first few months following the

launch of a feature. By contrast, flop features achieve only average returns (reaching

average returns is viewed as a flop because products require superior returns to justify

ongoing investments in dynamic technological sectors) or below-average returns over
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the life of the product.

The distinction between hits and flops is important in high-tech industries, which

are characterized by continuous technology innovations, frequent product introduc-

tions, and fast product obsolescence. These patterns reflect managerial expectations

that only a subset of technologies and products will succeed, and that it is often

necessary to launch many products early in hopes of creating a few hits amid many

flops. This is especially true among early movers who compensate for the higher risks

of launching early by launching a variety of features (Klingebiel and Joseph, 2016).

Attention patterns among these early movers may provide insights about differences

between entry of both hits and flops.

First consider hits. I expect that firms with greater attentional similarity to the

pioneer of a given feature (i.e., such that similarity relates to a particular combination

of feature and pioneer) will introduce the same feature more quickly. Since similarity

in attention patterns attracts similar environmental stimuli and directs similar learn-

ing activities and resource investments, pioneers and other early movers are likely to

launch in a similar fashion. Nonetheless, the effects for hit technologies should be

particularly strong. Hit products may provide stronger incentive for firms to enter

quickly, because they only offer excess returns during the first few months following

launch, before dropping to more modest levels (Klingebiel and Joseph, 2016). Simi-

lar attention patterns will allow the firm to make the most of market information to

allocate resources to features with the greatest expected returns.

Hypothesis 2.4 [H2.4]: Among hit features, firms with greater attentional

similarity relative to the feature-pioneering firm will introduce the features faster

following a pioneer’s entry.

Now consider flops. Although early evidence of a flop may disincentivize atten-

tionally similar firms from launching the feature, their technology trajectory and
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resource commitments to suppliers and operators will make it difficult to execute a

complete withdrawal (Klingebiel and Joseph, 2016). However, one mechanism that

may provide the firm with the necessary flexibility to shift away from a potential

flop is attentional dispersion. Among firms well positioned to follow quickly (i.e.,

they are attentionally similar to a feature-flop pioneer), those that are attentionally

dispersed are also better positioned to pivot away from the flop.

Attention dispersion’s capacity for providing the firm with access to greater and

more appropriate knowledge means they may have a greater number of alternative

technologies near launch. Dispersion provides the capacity for spontaneous recombi-

nation of existing knowledge, which means they may have more integration oppor-

tunities than a highly focused firm. Plus, rather than merely random combinations,

they are likely to have a better sense of more apt combinations (Levinthal and Rerup,

2006). Hence, I propose the following hypothesis.

Hypothesis 2.5 [H2.5]: The greater the attentional similarity to a pioneer,

the more that attentional dispersion will reduce the likelihood of introducing feature

flops following a pioneer’s entry.

2.2.3 Recovery from Flops

Flops are inevitable, especially in industries facing irreversible investments in R&D

(DiMasi, Hansen, and Grabowski, 2003) and characterized by complex, dynamic en-

vironments (Deeds, Decarolis, and Coombs, 2000; Keil and Robey, 1999; McGrath,

Keil, and Tukiainen, 2006). Commercial challenges may be a function of low demand

for the particular technology, better alternatives, or limited supply. Flops are prob-

lematic for firms in that they divert resources from more productive uses, delaying

the introduction of future hit features (Eggers, 2012b).

The implications of introducing a flop for what I call recovery - i.e., the ability

to undertake subsequent entry - are threefold. First, focusing attention on a losing
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technology suggests that other alternatives will receive less attention. Managers

are limited in what they attend to, and a focus on a particular technology may

preclude time and attention being dedicated to other potentially more promising

options. Their efforts to introduce a flop may reflect attention to the wrong topics and

crowd out focus on areas that might have allowed them to pursue more commercially

successful technologies. This attentional foreclosure on alternatives means that effort

and resources that were targeted at the losing feature now have to be repurposed for

alternatives that will inevitably delay their subsequent launch.

Second, failure may impede learning (Cannon and Edmonson, 1999; Eggers,

2012b), a necessary condition for subsequent hit introduction. Learning from failure

is difficult because managers often make incorrect causal references and make false

conclusions when trying to assess the source of failure or, in many cases, leave the

firm after the failure. The impediments stem from the complex nature of interac-

tions between internal and external factors, and the fact that it is often difficult to

pinpoint the actual problem (Lant, Milliken, and Batra, 1992). The probability of

success assigned to lesser-known alternatives may be discounted (Denrell and March,

2001), making those alternatives less attractive to decision makers.

Third, subsequent hit introductions may be delayed by internal politics or de-

mands for greater due diligence prior to launch. Research shows that investments

in failing technologies can often lead to further path-dependent investments in those

same technologies and may create resistance to alternatives (Guler, 2007). Relatedly,

senior managers may demand greater due diligence on subsequent feature launches.

For example, they may demand greater scrutiny in the form of more extensive de-

velopment and testing, more extensive marketing research, or larger trials. They

may also demand escalation of those approvals, which could further delay action on

a potential subsequent hit. In all, this suggests the next hypothesis.
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Hypothesis 2.6 [H2.6]: The longer a firm takes to introduce a flop feature

following a pioneer’s entry, the longer on average the firm will be to introduce a

future hit feature.

Attentional dispersion may help offset the negative effect of launching a flop

feature, for three reasons. First, dispersion of attention may provide a mechanism to

counter some of the heretofore mentioned impediments to following a flop with a hit.

If firms are attentionally diverse, they are less likely to have to completely repurpose

existing resources and capabilities (Keil, McGrath, and Tukiainen, 2009). This is

primarily because their breadth of focus allows them to break out of the current losing

technologies and pursue more promising alternative features. Diverse attention may

serve as a way to break the inertia of existing routines (Leonard-Barton, 1992) and

alert managers of alternatives outside core or established features. More diverse cues

may alert firms to alternatives, even if not initially prioritized, and make it easier for

the firm to recover from a flop more quickly.

Second, attentional diversity may provide greater insights as to the source of

the earlier failure. Such diversity offers a greater spectrum of source of potential

problems and may provide greater transparency on causal relationships (Nadkarni

and Narayanan, 2007). As a result, attentional diversity means firms are less subject

to bias in understanding such relationships and interpreting the cause of the flop

incorrectly.

Third, less due diligence may be required following the flop since the firm will

likely already have invested to probe the general space and test the technology.

Dispersion may reflect a top or middle management that has already approved,

legitimatized, and supported the new technology topics (Kaplan, 2008), which makes

it easier to recover with a new more successful alternative. Hence, I suggest the

following hypothesis.
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Hypothesis 2.7 [H2.7]: The greater the attentional dispersion of a firm that

launches a flop feature following a pioneer’s entry, the faster it will introduce future

hit features.

2.3 Methods

2.3.1 Data

The setting of the analysis is the German mobile device market between 2004 and

2008, which I selected for three reasons. First, the basis for competition during the

period of study was differentiation grounded in the introduction of new technology

features. The setting reflects a time when the bulk of innovation activity within the

industry was focused on adding functionality and equipping products with new fea-

tures (Giachetti, 2013). Second, limiting the analysis to Germany eliminates concerns

about heterogeneity across countries since phone manufacturers tended to develop

marketing strategies for countries in each major region, due to variations in net-

work standards and consumer preferences (Walkley and Ramsay, 2011). Interviews

with industry contacts confirmed that, among European countries, feature-phone

products typically launched first in Germany, limiting problems if entry behavior

depended on market experience beyond our observations. Third, a focus on a single

industry allows for more accurate identification of corresponding technology topics

and measurement of firm attention to those topics.

Monthly device-level data was provided by GfK, one of two market research or-

ganizations (the other is Informa) that cover the mobile telecommunications sector.

GfK’s product database provides handset sales units, price, retailer penetration, and

multiple feature dimensions. I compared data from Informa, which uses different

methodologies for collection, to check reliability. To add variables relating to hand-

set features, I supplemented the GfK from advice Ibsites such as GSMArena.com,

Inside-Handy.de, Handy-MC.de, PDAdb.net, and PhoneArena.com, which provided
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consumer-relevant technological aspects of mobile phones. The final sample consisted

of 54 mobile phone features with accompanying month-level data for nine firms that

have a combined market share of 90 percent at the start of the sample period based

on handset revenues in the prior 18 months.

Patent information for firms was extracted from the European Patent Office’s

Master Documentation Database (DOCDB), which contains worldwide coverage of

bibliographic data, abstracts, and classifications from over 90 countries. I collected

patents at the application level rather than restricting on the set of granted patents

to be more comprehensive in the scope of measurement for firm attention. R&D and

sales data was derived from COMPUSTAT and publicly available data.

2.3.2 Variables and Empirical Approach

Dependent variables: Feature technological entry timing. The estimation

of entry timing uses a Cox hazard rate model with entry rate as the dependent

variable. I define an entry as the first appearance of a particular technology feature

(e.g., camera, USB) on a new product of the focal firm. Firms enter the risk set

when the pioneer introduces a particular technology feature. The duration variable

is the number of months elapsed since the pioneer introduced the feature or when

right censoring occurs. The database shows whether and when each firm introduced

a feature into its mobile phone portfolio during the 36 months following the pioneer’s

launch.

Topic modeling of attention to technology topics. A major empirical chal-

lenge was to construct a reasonable measure of a firm’s attention focus on industry

and pioneer technology topics. Prior attention research has relied heavily on text

analysis, since the words used in company documents are reflective of the firm’s at-

tention to particular themes or categories (e.g., Bettman and Iitz, 1983; Abrahamson

and Park, 1994; Cho and Hambrick, 2006; Kaplan, 2008). This approach required
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identifying all possible technology topics available in the mobile device industry and

creating a measure that would capture the attention patterns of firms’ technology

organization rather than that of the CEO or top management. Also, it was neces-

sary to capture firm attention patterns on a monthly basis over the period of study

because the dependent variable (technology entry timing) was measured in months.

I chose to analyze patent abstracts, which are appropriate because they reflect a cog-

nitive focus distinct from that of quantitative measures of patent classes or claims

(cf. Kaplan and Vakili, 2015), and summarize the novel aspects of an invention.

Given the need for a quantitative measure of topic attention over a large amount

of text, I use a technique known as topic modeling to properly identify the technology

topics attended to in patent abstracts. Probabilistic topic modeling is a text analysis

tool that is based on the Bayesian statistical technique of latent Dirichlet allocation

(LDA; Blei et al., 2003), which uses the co-occurrence of words in documents to

identify the latent themes underlying those documents. The method allows for the

identification of the main topics that pervade a large and otherwise unstructured

collection of documents (Blei, 2012). This technique has benefits over direct word

counts in that it allows for coding of a large collection of documents (i.e., unsuper-

vised algorithm), accounts for co-occurrences of words, and acknowledges that some

words may mean different things depending on their co-occurrence. The technique,

which originated in computer science, has been effectively used by strategy scholars

to measure the emergence of new technology topics (e.g., Kaplan and Vakili, 2015)

and characterize attention patterns in patent text (Wilson and Joseph, 2015).

To ensure precision of measurement, I first isolated a core set of patent appli-

cations from which I constructed the list of abstracts to be inputted into the topic

model. I started with 585,785 patent applications filed by mobile devices firms from

ten years prior to the beginning of the sample period up until the final observational

year. Acknowledging that multiple jurisdictional patents may be filed on the same
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invention (e.g., in U.S., Europe, and Korea), I selected the application with the ear-

liest filing date. Given that the sample is populated by multi-business firms that are

engaged in activities outside the focal product category, I used the Derwent World

Patent Index (DWPI) along with international patent classifications (IPC) to further

narrow the set of applications that were used for mobile devices (Stembridge, 1999).

The corresponding DWPI category is telephone and communications (W01). I then

use the DWPI guide’s crosswalk to isolate the patents with the corresponding rele-

vant IPCs in the data (H04L,M,Q). After this process, the input to the topic model

(our corpus) is 74,021 patent abstracts.

For each firm in each month, I constructed a technological portfolio based on

its set of previously filed patent applications. I used a two-step process to improve

accuracy of measurement. First, given that patents may be sequentially assigned

multiple IPCs over time as its technological applications expand, I select the set

of core mobile device patents based on relevance of the first assigned IPC. This

further limits the sample to 46,995 patent applications and provides assurance that

the technological ideas contained in these applications originated from the mobile

divisions of the firms within the sample. Secondly, to ensure that the latent topics

present in the firm’s portfolio of technologies are actively attended to at a given point

in time, I utilized the legal event tables from PATSTAT and removed all applications

that have been withdrawn, as well as granted patents that expired or were invalidated

in court.

To implement LDA, I utilized the available topic models package for R (Grun and

Hornik, 2011). I applied the topic model to the set of patent abstracts as follows.

Following the conventional process of preparing the documents (patent abstracts), I

first removed all stop words (such as and, or) and removed words with high and low

frequency to aid in computation. I also analyze based on word stems (e.g., frequenc

from frequency or frequencies). For the key parameters of the model - number of
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topics K, and the distribution of topics to documents α - I follow prior convention

(Kaplan and Vakili, 2015) and selected K � 100 and α � 0.01. I then applied

the topic model to the patent abstracts to find the hidden topic structure and, in

particular, the joint distribution of variables, as follows:

ppβ1:K , θ1:D, z1:D|w1:Dq

In this representation, each βk is a topic (distribution over words), for K number

of topics; θd,k is the topic proportion for topic k in document d (topic mixture in

each doc); zd,n is the topic assignment for the nth word in document d (word mixture

in each topic); and wd,n , is the nth word in document d. Using the topic modeling

algorithm, I computed the inferred topic distribution across all patents and the most

probable terms from each topic associated with each document. The model uses

a variational expectation maximization procedure to compute the per-word topic

assignment distribution of topics per document as well as the distribution of words

per topic. Blei et al. (2003) provide additional details on the procedure.

From the topic distribution per document output, I assigned the topic with the

highest probability of occurrence to each patent abstract. I then aggregated the

assigned topics for patent abstracts over the firm’s entire technological portfolio (all

patent applications), observing the distribution of the firm’s attention across topics

on a moving time window through the sample period of analysis as described below.

Explanatory variables: Dispersion and similarity to technological pi-

oneer. From the distribution of topics for a given firm’s technological portfolio,

the main explanatory variables are measured at the time the technological pioneer

launches a focal feature, operationalized as follows. I characterize attentional dis-

persion as one minus the Herfindahl concentration ratio. That is, suppose I let i

denote each topic in the set of n topics (n � 100 in our case). Then the attentional
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dispersion of a given firm is defined as:

Dispersionfirm � 1 �
ņ

i�1

pProportion of abstracts in topic iq2 � 1 �
ņ

i�1

firm2
i

This allows my measure to range between 0 and 1. Firms that are highly concen-

trated in any topic (i.e., many patents reflect only a few topics) will have dispersion

close to 0 while those that are evenly spread out across topics will have dispersion

values close to 1.

I define attentional similarity between a focal firm and the feature pioneer’s tech-

nological portfolios as one minus the sum of absolute differences in their topic pro-

portions.

Similarityfirm � 1 �
ņ

i�1

|firmi � pioneeri|

The similarity measure ranges between -1 and 1. In this range, high (low) values

correspond to high (low) overlap in the two firm’s topic allocations. Zero is a neutral

value denoting expected overlap of two random topic allocations (i.e., firms neither

similar to nor dissimilar from each other). By using absolute differences in the topic

proportions, the measure is invariant to the distribution of a focal firm’s dissimilar

topics - a desirable property for a similarity construct.

As a clarifying example, suppose Alcatel is focused on two topics (Topics A

and B) that are outside the pioneer’s domain (which commits all its attention to

Topic C). Then the similarity measure remains unchanged whether Alcatel allocates

its attention evenly across the two topics (0.5 on Topic A and 0.5 on Topic B) or

chooses to put more relative weight on one topic (e.g., 0.9 on Topic A and 0.1 on

Topic B). Note that although Alcatel may be more dispersed in the former case than

the latter (Dispersion = 0.50 vs. 0.18), its similarity to the pioneer remains the same

(Similarity = 0), which is conceptually valid.
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Controls. Several feature- and firm-level control variables address potential con-

founding effects. Competitor adoption measures the number of outside firms that

have commercialized a focal feature at the monthly level. This controls for the popu-

larity of a given feature and the influence of competitor actions should externalities in

commercialization decisions exist. R&D intensity accounts for the rate of knowledge

input. This is measured as the firm’s R&D expenditure divided by its sales in the

preceding 12 months, which was taken from annual reports. To alleviate concerns

that firms may serve different customer segments, I add a variable for the firm’s price

position, measured as the firm’s scaled deviation from the average handset market

price (centered on 0). Next, I include a measure of the firm’s market presence (its

penetration in the German market) to take into consideration the size and reach of its

handset portfolio among active users. The market penetration variable is measured

as a weighted percentage of the post-paid market tapped by the handset portfolio of

the focal firm.

Given that the similarity measure relates to the degree of overlap between two

firms’ attention allocation over a set of common technological issues, I want to distin-

guish this construct from inter-firm knowledge transfer, which is traditionally mea-

sured by patent citations (Mowery, Oxley, and Silverman, 1996). This is important

since I’m concerned with whether firms are solving similar technological problems,

rather than how such problems are solved. (Although how firms solve problems is

important in understanding the rate of technological development, it is beyond the

scope of this paper.) To establish a size-neutral measure, I normalize the citations

by the firm’s number of patents.

Table 1 reports descriptive statistics. Among the controls, market penetration

and price position have a moderate correlation (r=0.52). Among the conceptual vari-

ables, the main relationship of note is that dispersion and similarity have moderate

correlation (r=0.58), leaving sufficient variation for analysis of both effects.
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Table 2.1: Descriptive Statistics and Variable Correlations

2.3.3 Empirical Specification

In order to examine the baseline relationship between attention and entry (H1-H4), I

applied a Cox proportional hazards regression model (Cox, 1972), a common model

for survival data and entry studies in particular (e.g., Fuentelsaz, Gomez, and Polo,

2002). The Cox model is ideal for our analysis because the model makes no assump-
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tions about the shape of hazard over time, and takes the following form:

hpt|xq � h0ptq � exppxβq

where h0ptq is the baseline hazard, x is the vector of explanatory variables, and β is

the vector of regression coefficients.

Analyzing timing of technological entry requires addressing the unobservability of

non-entrants, which are not incorporated into standard duration models. Therefore,

I test the first set of hypotheses (H1-H3) by estimating the coefficients under a

split-population hazard model (Schmidt and Witte, 1989). The split-population

framework estimates an ex-ante probability of non-entry along with the marginal

effects on entry timing for the subset of entrants.

To capture the probability of launch a flop following a pioneer’s entry (H5), I use a

linear probability model. To test for recovery from flops and the speed of introducing

future hits (H6, H7), I utilize an ordinary least squares (OLS) regression.

2.4 Results

Table 2 reports results with the dependent variable measured as the number months

from the pioneering date until the focal firm launches the technology. I present values

in the form of hazard ratios to better allow comparison of magnitude. Coefficients

take the form of positive numbers: those less than 1 imply a negative marginal effect

on risk of failure (slower entry), while values greater than 1 imply less average time

to launch (faster entry).

I find statistical support for the first three hypotheses, which concern the rela-

tionship between attentional dispersion and attentional similarity on entry timing

relative to the pioneer. Firms that are more attentionally dispersed across techno-

logical issues tend to be faster to respond to pioneers (H1; Model 2: β � 463.46;

p   0.001). This is also true for feature entries where the launch firm is similar to the
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Table 2.2: Split Population Hazard Model of Effect of Dispersion and Similarity on
Follower Entry Timing

feature pioneer (H2; Model 3: β � 3.004; p   0.001), although attentional dispersion

has a larger average hazard ratio. When both variables are included in the specifica-

tion (Model 4), I see that dispersion continues to dominate similarity in magnitude

and significance. Nonetheless, even in the combined model, the relation between

similarity and entry timing is at least marginally significant (Model 4: β � 1.837;

p � 0.09). H3 receives moderate support (Model 5: β � 222551.1; p � 0.058); here,

the results suggest dispersion and similarity may work together to speed up entry.

To test our next set of hypotheses concerning hits and flops, I utilized information

on the success of features based on the revenue premiums generated in the early
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months following a pioneer launch (Klingebiel and Joseph, 2016). In the sample, 15

of 54 features are classified as hits, generating monthly peak premiums over 2m euros

(the benchmark for features to be classed as commercial successes); the remaining

features are designated as flops. To test H4 and resolve the issue of non-entrants, I

confine the analysis to hit features only. Since non-pioneers can observe the market

outcome of feature introductions, one reason to avoid entry may stem from poor

demand that is only revealed ex-post feature launch. Because this issue is absent

among the subset of hit features, I analyze the impact of attentional similarity on

the firm’s launch speed in a traditional Cox-proportional hazard model. Assuming

all firms have incentives to launch hit features, the results are more indicative of the

firm’s ability to launch faster.

Table 3 presents the results. From our hit sample analysis, I find support for

H4. Firms that are more attentionally similar to the focal pioneer tend to launch hit

features faster, even when controlling for dispersion (Model 4: β � 4.662; p   0.001).

Considering that the results are statistically significant in a greatly reduced sample,

this gives us some assurance that similarity is potentially related to the firm’s ability

for quickly commercializing new technologies. I also compare the full specification

to the sample counterpart for flop technologies (Model 5). Although the relationship

still exists, it is noticeably less in magnitude, reinforcing support for H4 (Model 5:

β � 3.515; p � 0.016). Additionally, it is statistically less significant among the

larger flop sample, which can be symptomatic from unobserved non-entry.

Given our finding on the relationship between similarity and entry timing for hit

features, I can segment the firms into two categories based on whether they are above

or below the mean similarity to a pioneer for each feature. To test H5, I use this

segmentation and confine the analysis to flop features. Specifically, I test whether,

among similarly positioned firms in the technological space, those that are more

attentionally dispersed are less likely to adopt an observed flop feature, perhaps due
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Table 2.3: Cox Proportional Hazard Models of Impact of Dispersion and Similarity
on Follower Entry Timing for Hit Features

to more outside options.

Table 4 presents the results of a linear probability model on the likelihood of

adopting a flop feature among attentionally similar firms. Contrary to H5, I find that

greater dispersion is associated with a higher likelihood of adopting a flop feature

(Model 2: β � 10.360; p   0.001). One possible reason for this unexpected finding

is that firms that are on the same trajectory as a pioneer (i.e., similar topics) yet

have a particularly wide range of technological search (i.e., greater dispersion of

technological topics) may believe that they can overcome the problems that caused

the pioneer’s launch to flop.

I compare the findings to a reference group, composed of firms that have similarity

measures less than the mean (Model 3: β � �0.551; p � 0.118). The absence of a
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Table 2.4: Linear Probability Model of Effect of Dispersion on Decision by Potential
Followers to Launch Flops

dispersion effect for dissimilar firms conforms to our intuition that those unrelated to

the pioneer can more easily reject underperforming features regardless of their level

of attentional dispersion, potentially stemming from the absence of commitments to

outside parties as aforementioned.

With knowledge of the subset of hit and flop features, I test the final two hy-

potheses, on recovery, by looking at the relation between adopting a flop feature and

the time it takes to adopt a subsequent hit feature. The objective is to see whether

launching features with lackluster returns had measurable market consequences in

the form of delaying the future commercialization of high demand features. If it

did, I wanted to know whether being dispersed in attention to various technological

topics would offset the incurred disadvantage.
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Table 2.5: OLS Estimates of Impact of Follower Flop Adoption and Dispersion on
Launch Timing of Subsequent Hit Features

Table 5 presents the linear regression results using 240 firm-feature flops as the

unit of observation. The dependent variable is the number of months since the flop’s

pioneering debut until the focal firm launches its next hit feature. Model 2 reports

evidence for H6 that the more time a firm spends on commercializing a flop feature,

the slower it is to launch the next hit feature (Model 2: β � 0.561; p � 0.006).

In turn, Model 3 provides support for H7 that being attentionally dispersed helps

to offset the negative effect of launching a flop feature (Model 3: β � �36.603;

p � 0.001). Both H6 and H7 hold in the combined model (Model 4).

Combining the results with information from our statistics on mean launch time

(14.3 months), I calculate that launching a flop delays introduction of future hit

features by seven months on average. Meanwhile, an increase in dispersion of one

standard deviation can speed up the launch of subsequent hits by three months. Such

delays and accelerants are highly material given the steep decline in a hit feature’s

revenue premiums over the twelve months after debut.
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2.5 Discussion

This paper examines how attention patterns across firms and industry topics may

be consequential for a firm’s early entry of feature technologies. I used data about

features in the mobile device industry from 2004 to 2008; during this era, feature

innovation was a key aspect of competition (Giachetti, 2013). The results support

almost all predictions. I find that attentional dispersion and attentional similarity

provide the means to be an early mover and, in particular, the capacity to quickly

launch new technology features following the pioneer. In combination, attentional

dispersion and similarity create a potent mechanism to increase the speed with which

technologies can be launched; hence the results demonstrate an important role for

multiple types of attention patterns in predicting innovation outcomes. I also find

that similarity is related to faster entry timing of both hits and flops. Though the

effect for hits is stronger, the effect for flops is significant and material. Particu-

larly novel is the finding that attentional dispersion both speeds the entry timing of

subsequent hits for all firms but, unexpectedly, increases the likelihood of launching

an observed flop for similarly positioned firms; I discuss this result in greater detail

below. The study offers contributions to the literature on managerial cognition and

to technology strategy studies of market entry timing.

2.5.1 Contributions to Managerial Cognition

The emphasis on attentional dispersion and similarity expands conceptual under-

standing of how managerial attention affects the development of new technologies.

Prior research has implicitly assumed that firms narrowly focus attention on either

a particular technology or alternative, or on external vs. internal sources of informa-

tion (Dahlander et al., 2016). Missing from the conversation is the idea that there

are always many topics, themes, and ideas in the air in a given industry at any point
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in time (Nelson and Winter, 1982). The challenge for any firm is the breadth of

topics to attend to. The unique empirical approach utilized allows me to address

this conceptual issue by assessing the emergence and shifts in the totality of potential

topics within the mobile device industry during the period. Correspondingly, I can

develop insights about firms’ similarity in the subset of industry topics they attend

to and how this affects entry timing.

The contribution aids in resolving a division in the literature concerning the

merits of attention focus. Collectively, this research is split on whether a narrow or

broad attentional focus is beneficial for firm performance. Some studies suggest that a

narrower CEO focus is especially important for entry timing in new technologies (e.g.,

Kaplan, 2008), because it provides legitimation and support for what would otherwise

be a risky move (Eggers and Kaplan, 2009). Other studies suggest that a broader

focus limits biases in decision making (Nadkarni and Narayanan, 2007) and provides

the necessary exposure to cues and knowledge that would be otherwise ignored,

increasing the rate of new technologies (Li et al., 2013). Approaching the question of

attentional diversity by contextualizing it in the realm of industry attention, I help

resolve these differences.

My analysis of hits and flops highlights a conceptual contribution of attention

focus - that of aiding recovery from a flop. I find that firms attentionally similar

to the feature pioneer are quicker to introduce both hits and flops. Among similar

firms, dispersion increases the likelihood of technological entry with respect to flops.

Although the relationship between dispersion and flop entry likelihood was un-

expected, it may reflect the wider context of all available technologies. Taken in

isolation, there may be little benefit or even detriment to copying a focal technology,

especially those that exhibit poor market performance. However, attentional disper-

sion may help a firm refine a failed technology introduced by a competitor, either

by improving its quality or by pairing it with another new technology. Given the
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nature of complementarities between component technologies in our setting, such

as Bluetooth and MP3 playback or upgraded cameras and high-resolution screens,

attention to a wider array of technological topics can increase the marginal value of

incorporating other component technologies. Firms that are attentionally dispersed

may be better able to harness the value of other phone features and would choose to

integrate them into their product portfolios rather than abandon them. In this way,

our conceptualization of recombinant possibilities applies not only to technological

alternatives outside of flops, but also to flops themselves. Given that most phone

features are not hits, the recombination possibilities may be greater among the set

of flops.

While full analysis of interactions between component technologies is beyond the

scope of this paper (and our data), I do find that firms tend to bundle features.

In supplementary analysis, I examined the case of Bluetooth Audio (A2DP) as a

long-lasting hit feature that was pioneered early enough that I can track the subse-

quent actions of follower firms over an extended period. Among the seven firms in

our sample that eventually adopted A2DP, the four firms that were earliest to do

so (HTC, LG, Motorola, Nokia) are also pioneers of subsequent features, whereas

the non-adopters - Alcatel, Blackberry, and Sagem - are not subsequent pioneers.

Moreover, three out of the four future pioneers commercialized their next technology

quickly (all but HTC), within six months of the adoption of A2DP.

More generally, these findings inform the literature on learning from failure. Prior

work has generally argued that failure tends to dampen efforts to generate new knowl-

edge regarding other risky or uncertain alternatives (Denrell and March, 2001). For

example, Eggers (2012b) finds that firms which initially pursue a failing technology

will subsequently invest less in developing knowledge in a winning alternative. Like-

wise, Guler (2007) finds that managers often increase investment in losing technolo-

gies in which they have already invested - rather than more successful alternatives
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- an argument in line with theories of escalation of commitment. I add to this dis-

cussion in that high levels of attentional dispersion may provide the mechanism to

advance recovery from such choices. It aids in keeping the firm flexible and less likely

to rely on existing routines and knowledge. Attention dispersion may facilitate the

acquisition and development of new knowledge and recombination of existing rou-

tines; that is, it allows for increasing learning at a time when learning normally may

constrict information flow, making it easier to pivot to an alternative technology or

novel combinations.

Empirically, the study has implications for researchers interested in exploring

attention. Prior studies have used multiple methods including case studies (e.g.,

Rerup, 2009), surveys (Li et al., 2013), and archival data (Kaplan, 2008). Here I

chose text analysis based on topic modeling because it allows large-scale quantitative

analysis of attention based on patents. Wilson and Joseph (2015) used this approach

in their analysis of attention focus at a single firm, Motorola. Here, I show it can be

used in a multi-firm sample.

2.5.2 Contributions to Entry Timing

The study also provides insights into the literature on market entry timing. Prior

work typically focuses on advantages and disadvantages of entry timing as well as the

relationship between innovation timing and firm performance (Lieberman and Mont-

gomery, 1988; Mitchell, 1991). Other research in this domain has examined firm-level

resources and environmental factors that condition early-mover advantages (cf. Fos-

furi et al., 2013). The role of managers is largely implicit in this research. Given

that early entry depends heavily on a firm’s assets (Vidal and Mitchell, 2013; Franco,

Sarkar, Agarwal, and Echambadi, 2009, Klepper and Simons, 2000) and the manage-

rial cognitive capabilities with which the firm wields those assets (Helfat and Peteraf,

2015), cognitive explanations merit more light. While I begin to make inroads with
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this paper, future research may want to make the links between managerial attention

and specific resources more concrete. For example, to what degree does attentional

dispersion and similarity affect the firm’s ability to draw on complementary assets

to speed entry (Mitchell, 1989)?

An additional contribution to this literature is our attention to hits and flops.

Much of the literature examines entry timing either by selecting successful products

or with little regard for whether the products, markets, or technologies are worth

following. The emphasis is on isolating mechanisms that give early movers advantages

(Lieberman and Montgomery, 1988; Gomez and Macas, 2011). However, in the

mobile devices industry and others like it, a continual stream of new products helps

firms to differentiate. The hit rate for such industries varies widely, as it does in

other sectors such as pharmaceuticals and movies, and inevitably some features will

be unsuccessful. The finding that introducing flops delays introduction of future hits

is important, suggesting it will make firms laggards in subsequent rounds of entry

that are more relevant for success.

Relatedly, I elaborate on the benefits of recovery. Recovery through attentional

dispersion appears to be an important managerial cognitive capability that could aid

firms in such industries. Of course, there are also costs to dispersion since the firm

may not be able to capture the same economies of attention and future work may

want to consider such factors.

2.5.3 Managerial Implications

The findings have implications for managers. Results for recovery suggest that ex-

ecutives should consider carefully the upstream attentional patterns of its engineers

and scientists. More generally, I show that topic focus is a worthwhile strategic

consideration. Topic focus goes beyond specific patents, claims, or classes to iden-

tify the underling themes that unite them in support of developing new products.
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Similarity suggests executives should be aware that attention focus, like ideas, may

be transferable and spill over. People attend the same conferences, patronize the

same coffee shops, or move between firms and take their attentional perspective with

them (Ocasio, 2011). This leads to similar attention patterns at rival firms, possibly

shortening the window of revenue premiums that pioneers can enjoy. Dispersion re-

flects a broader cognitive pattern, providing the foundation for fast followership and

recovery. The pattern indicates that firms may be selective in their efforts following

flops and dispersion provides them more discretion concerning subsequent feature

launches.

2.5.4 Limitations

This study has four limitations that offer avenues for future research. First, I focus

on a specific period in a single industry. This provided us with a setting in which the

basis for competition was based on feature innovation and a time frame within which

this environment remained largely unchanged. Nonetheless, there may be different

dynamics in industries that require significant breakthroughs or have extensive net-

work externalities (which came later in the mobile device industry, with the arrival

of Apple and Android).

Second, this paper is a correlational analysis, and I’m careful not to draw strong

causal relationships in the results. Although the temporal sequencing of attention

and entry accommodates some of these concerns, I cannot entirely rule out endo-

geneity - firms may plan to launch technologies and therefore attend to certain

areas. However, given that the timing of development in this industry was 12 to

18 months, and starting a major research program within the R&D organizations

of these firms would have been a considerable undertaking, it is unlikely this was

the case. Moreover, even if the firm’s intention to launch technologies influenced its

attention to topics, such attention may affect the speed of subsequent technological
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introductions, which our empirical framework will detect. A more problematic case

of endogeneity can arise if an unobserved factor influences a firm’s mimetic behavior

with respect to both intention to launch similar technologies and attention to similar

topics as a pioneer; this could create spurious correlations that might be mistaken

for causal relationships.

Third, the analysis rests on the construction of the firm’s technological portfolio

at particular points in time. From sensitivity analysis, I see that both lagging the

firm’s technology portfolio by one year and confining our measures to only new

technologies in any given year would greatly diminish the explanatory power of our

main variables. This indicates the importance of precise measurements in time so

that our hypothesized constructs may take effect as well as the critical nature of

the firm’s past and present technologies. At the same time, because technology

portfolios do not change much over the short duration of a five-year sample horizon,

I lose intertemporal variation. This prevents me from picking up significance with the

inclusion of firm fixed effects. Given the nature of shifting technological paradigms

(Dosi, 1982), I accepted this trade-off to focus on a carefully chosen period when

the rules of the game for innovation in the mobile device industry remained largely

unchanged.

Fourth, an implementation of the split population hazard model to tease out

a mechanism does not completely solve the problem of non-entry. I get close by

restricting our analysis to hit features, but cannot say with absolute certainty about

the firm’s intention to follow the pioneer. Aside from the follower firm’s intention, I

cannot be certain whether firms were permitted to follow based on a bevy of outside

factors such as government regulation. However, the fact that during the time of

this study, intellectual property rights to the technologies resided in upstream firms

rather than the downstream competitors from which the sample was drawn provides

a degree of confidence in the results.
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3

A Theory on Firm to Firm Matching

Understanding the determinants of value creation among firms and the process of

managerial decision making that lead firms to realize such value is a central issue for

strategy scholars. Given that firms interact within dynamic environments, the exter-

nalities from the decisions of some firms on the choices of others have received scant

attention. In the context of the market for inter-firm collaboration, the formation of

alliances between companies may limit the choices or even foreclose opportunities for

remaining firms seeking potential partners (McDonald and Ryall, 2004). Account-

ing for congestion of potential partners, recent works have begun utilizing matching

models in various contexts (Yang, Shi and Goldfarb, 2009; Fox, Yang, and Hsu 2017).

Matching models work by limiting the number of potential “matches” for each par-

ticipant within a market and characterize the outcomes that would emerge given a

set of payoffs for each match.

However, empirical work has mostly relied on the matching framework of Shapley

and Shubik (1972), which permits the division of total joint value between partners

within a potential match to be committed prior to the formation of the match. While

the endogenously determined “transfers” of utility (TU) between partners can be
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appropriate in certain settings such as mergers and acquisitions, which more closely

resemble the underlying processes of an auction (Sotomayor, 2009), the market for

alliances is fundamentally different. In an alliance, the value is not realized at the

moment two firms are matched, but only after the collective actions of partners

have been executed. Firms typically cannot commit to a division of value because

contracts are incomplete and prior agreements are renegotiated (Arora, Belenzon,

and Patacconi, 2016).

As collaboration projects between firms typically require substantial time and

project-specific investments for execution (Williamson, 1979), alternative potential

partners cease to function as outside options for those currently engaged within an

alliance. This means the role of renegotiation becomes important since the division

of surplus (i.e. net value from an alliance) between partners will depend on the

outside options of each partner at time the surplus is realized. Given that outside

options will be different from those available before the alliance is actually formed,

firms select partners with the expectation that division of value within any match

cannot be affected by the availability of alternative alliances. This leads naturally

to a non-transferable utility matching framework where the division of value within

a match is exogenous to the matching process (e.g. Hatfield and Milgrom, 2005).

I develop a non-transferable utility matching model between firms from a many-

to-many two-sided market, which I will categorize into upstream and downstream

firms. A key assumption is that the division of the surplus will follow a fixed-

sharing rule, which subsumes the case of Nash-Bargaining between partners that

would result in a one-half split of the generated surplus within an alliance. I utilize

an intuitive equilibrium concept (Roth, 1984), which states that given the alliance

market outcome, all matches have positively-valued surplus and no subset of firms

can make themselves better off by forming matches among themselves (possibly

at the expense of dissolving matches with firms outside the subset). I adapt a
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Greedy algorithm to the many-to-many market setting and show that it terminates in

the equilibrium outcome, demonstrating that such an equilibrium exists. Moreover,

since the Greedy algorithm always terminates in a unique outcome given the model

assumptions and any violation will create a violation of the equilibrium criteria, the

existing equilibrium is unique.

This work contributes to the alliance literature by shedding light on the existence

of matching frameworks with non-transferable utility (NTU) that are more relevant

for an inter-firm collaboration market. More broadly, it contributes to matching

markets where agents’ payoffs within a match are not immediately realized and

cannot be credibly committed at the time of formation. In this paper, the presence

of portfolio effects is not addressed. I focus on the base case when the total value of an

alliance set is a sum of individual alliance values. Understanding the basic matching

framework without portfolio effects helps to lay the foundation for incorporating

additional features such as complementarities among matches, which has recently

been studied for the case of a many-to-one matching market (Pycia, 2012).

This work also contributes to the matching theory literature. Although the

case of a fixed-sharing rule between partners can be classified more generally un-

der aligned preferences (Sorensen, 2005) with the same corresponding equilibrium

existence/uniqueness theorems, I formally extend these results to a many-to-many

matching market. This is a nontrivial extension and the most relevant works on

the stability properties of such markets have required a refinement of individual

preference characterizations (Echenique and Oviedo, 2006) or the notion of stability

(Hatfield and Kominers, 2017) to ensure the existence of a stable outcome. I demon-

strate that in the special case where a fixed sharing rule determines the division of

value between partners, the equilibrium (i.e. the stable outcome) is unique. Secondly,

having established the existence and uniqueness results, this paper shows a set of

Pareto optimal characteristics that are not immediately obvious while demonstrating
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plausibility of the equilibrium outcome.

The next section provides a more extensive background on the matching theory

before proceeding to the formal analysis of section 3. Within section 3, I start off

with a formal result by showing the equilibrium can deviate from the transferable

utility outcome. Next, I establish a result that sufficiently characterizes the equilib-

rium by only considering individual firms and pairs of potential matches, setting up

a criterion that will be used for establishing an estimator in the next chapter of the

thesis. After showing the existence and uniqueness of the equilibrium, I demonstrate

Pareto efficiency for single-partner firms in the special case of a many-to-one match-

ing market before showing the Pareto efficiency of all firms within a many-to-many

market.

3.1 Two-Sided Matching Markets

The extensive work on matching markets, dating back to the foundational works of

David Gale and Lloyd Shapley (1962) and culminating in the classic monograph by

Alvin Roth and Marilda Sotomayor (1992), has found numerous applications over the

years. Analysis of match characteristics like stability along with computational algo-

rithms that resulted in such outcomes have helped to augment policies and improve

lives in various contexts ranging from School Choice (Abdulkadiroglu, Pathak, Roth,

and Sonmez 2005) to kidney exchange (Roth, Sonmez, and Unver, 2004). While the

application of matching models are broad, the implementation of such models to

characterize inter-firm behavior is nascent.

In addition, although prior work has examined markets in which all participants

or a subset are confined to one match (respective examples being men-women and

worker-firms), I observe many cases in which this restriction does not apply. Exam-

ples such as upstream manufacturers and downstream distributors or the formation

of business-to-business alliances for joint innovation permeate the industrial orga-
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nization and strategy literatures. A many to many matching model is appropriate

to analyze the features of these markets, which has often been overlooked in the

literature to direct attention on contexts that have greater historical focus such as

marriages (Becker, 1981), college admissions (Roth, 1985), and employment (Kelso

and Crawford, 1982).

The matching literature has developed along two strands, with origins rooted in

the marriage model (Gale and Shapley, 1962) and the assignment game (Shapley and

Shubik, 1972). The principal distinction concerns whether agents can coordinate

among themselves in the form of side-payments, with the implication that utility

from a match is both divisible and transferable. Naturally, when side payments are

permitted under a transferable utility (TU) matching game, I often see applications in

markets that involve money such as auctions and the assignment of sellers to buyers.

On the other hand, in the non-transferrable utility (NTU) case, more work has been

focused on the preference characteristics of individuals over potential matches that

have an exogenously fixed utility or payoff for each partner. Since I develop an

NTU model with firms that make decisions based on the amount of value or money

generated in a match, this framework allows me to illuminate the difference between

a stable NTU outcome and a TU assignment.

For the TU assignment game, the allowance of side-payments means that the

share of value each individual can capture will be endogenous to the matching pro-

cess. The resulting outcome of matches maximizes the total value generated within

the market. This has an intuitive interpretation since the optimal set of matches

allows individual payments to be subdivided from the total in a way that makes all

participants strictly better off than any sub-optimal assignment. Thus, an equilib-

rium will constitute a set of matches along with a vector of individual payoffs that is

endogenously determined by the transfers among firms. Shapley and Shubik (1972)

provides a precise definition of stability that is satisfied if the sum of individual pay-
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offs for any potential pair of firms is no less than the total payoff generated from

their match. If this were not the case, both firms can deviate from the market by

forming a match and dividing the resulting total payoffs to be strictly better off.

In the NTU case where the division of payoffs within matches is exogenously

fixed, the notion of a “stable” matching between two sets of economic agents has

generally centered around a set of matches that satisfy individual rationality and

pair-wise blocking. Within the simple example of a marriage market as envisioned

by Gale and Shapley, marriages are stable when no married individual prefers to

be single (i.e. all agents are individually rational) and there are no two individuals

who would prefer the fixed utility each gains from being together over their current

partners (i.e. current matches cannot be disrupted or blocked). I use this feature of

stability to characterize an equilibrium in the model, which is defined as an outcome

that is not blocked by coalitions of any size.

The fundamental difference between the NTU and TU outcomes concern whether

the division of value within a match can be credibly adjusted given the presence of

other firms (Sotomayor, 2009; Greve, Mitsuhashi and Baum, 2013). When the joint

value generated within a match is not realized at the point of formation and the

division of shares between partners committed to a given match are subjected to

subsequent renegotiation, an NTU matching outcome becomes more relevant (Hart

and Moore, 1988). Next, I formally set up the NTU matching model where the

firm’s payoffs correspond to a fixed share of the joint value that is generated from

the match.

3.2 Formal Model

Let there be a set U � t1, ..., u, ..., Uu of upstream firms, and set D � t1, ..., d, ..., Du

of downstream firms.

A matching function α : U � D Ñ t0, 1u characterizes the relationship between
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both sets of firms. For each pair pu, dq P U � D, if both firms agree, an alliance is

formed: αpu, dq � 1

Each firm u P U can form at most ku alliances and each firm d P D can form at

most kd alliances.

An outcome A is a subset of the Cartesian product U �D where αpu, dq � 1:

A � tpu, dq P U �D : αpu, dq � 1u

Let Af denote the set of feasible outcomes. An outcome (the subset A or its

function α) is feasible (i.e. A P Af ) if all capacity constraints are satisfied

¸
dPD

α pu, dq ¤ ku, @u P U (3.1)

and ¸
uPU

α pu, dq ¤ kd, @d P D (3.2)

If u and d unite, a surplus value πu,d is generated, from which u earns σud � πu,d

and d earns σdu � πu,d � p1 � σud q � πu,d. The shares σud , σdu are exogenously given and

may reflect the bargaining power of each agent in an alliance.

The total payoff of any agent is a function of the matching outcome α defined as

follows:

Πupαq �
¸
dPD

αpu, dq � σud � πu,d @u P U

and

Πdpαq �
¸
uPU

αpu, dq � σdu � πu,d @d P D

A standard assumption in the literature characterizes preferences as strict. For

firms, this translates to distinct total payoffs from being allied with different subsets
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of partners. This is a crucial assumption because indifference across sets of part-

ners would lead to ambiguous outcomes, giving rise to multiple potential matching

equilibria.

Assumption 1 (Strict Differences in Payoffs Over Partners). For any two outcomes

α and α1, we have:

• for each u P U if tpu, d, αpu, dqq : d P Du � tpu, d, α1pu, dqq : d P Du then

Πupαq � Πupα
1q

• for each d P D if tpu, d, αpu, dqq : u P Uu � tpu, d, α1pu, dqq : u P Uu then

Πdpαq � Πdpα
1q

3.2.1 Equilibrium

Definition (Equilibrium). We say that a feasible outcome αE is an equilibrium if

and only if:

1. @pu, dq P U �D, if αEpu, dq � 1 then πu,d ¡ 0;

2. there is no other feasible outcome α1 such that Dpu, dq P U�D with αEpu, dq � 0

and α1pu, dq � 1, and for all such pu, dq:

• Πupα
1q ¡ Πupα

Eq

• Πdpα
1q ¡ Πdpα

Eq

The equilibrium outcome is characterized by two conditions. First, all matches

are positive-valued. Otherwise, each firm can do better on their own by unilaterally

dissolving the negative-valued match. Secondly, there does not exist a subset of firms

that can coordinate to form new matches among themselves, making each of them

better off in the process. If this subset existed, then there is nothing to prevent
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its members from forming these alliances since such firms can unilaterally break

off matches with non-members to pursue a mutually beneficial outcome amongst

themselves. This is different from the socially efficient outcome, which seeks to

maximize the total value generated in the market, as defined below.

Definition (Social Efficiency). An outcome α� is socially efficient if and only if it

is a solution to the following linear program

max
°

pu,dq PU�D
αpu, dq πu,d

subject to: p3.1q and (3.2)

I start off by demonstrating a standard result in the literature (Gale and Shap-

ley, 1962; Shapley and Schubik, 1972), acknowledging the difference between such

outcomes with a simplified example.

Let AE and A� respectively denote the sets of all equilibrium and socially efficient

outcomes.

Theorem 1 (Equilibrium Inefficiency). The set of equilibrium outcomes AE is not

equivalent to the set of socially efficient outcomes A�.

Proof. It suffices to provide a simplified example in a 1-to-1 matching market. Let

σud � σdu � 1{2, U � tu1, u2u, D � td1, d2u and the match values π be given below:

π d1 d2
u1 1 3
u2 3 4

We observe that the social optimal outcome is tpu, dq P U � D : α�pu, dq � 1u �

tpu1, d2q, pu2, d1qu. However, the equilibrium outcome is given by tpu, dq P U � D :

αEpu, dq � 1u � tpu1, d1q, pu2, d2qu.
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Note that the social optimal outcome is not an equilibrium since firms u2 and

d2 can form a match between each other at the expense of their current partners to

become mutually better off. Once this occurs, the remaining unmatched firms u1

and d1 can form a mutually beneficial match, resulting in the equilibrium matching

outcome. I next propose a simplified way of characterizing the equilibrium given the

model setup, which also serves as an intermediate result to an estimation criteria to

be developed later. This result is also apparent in Echenique and Oviedo (2006), who

show the equivalence of “setwise” and “pairwise” stability under a more general set of

conditions on preferences. The result presented below is useful since it takes the form

of surplus value functions, which appropriately characterizes a theory firm-to-firm

matching.

Theorem 2 (Equilibrium Characterization). Suppose that σud � k P p0, 1q @pu, dq P

U �D.

Then, an outcome α is an equilibrium, i.e. α P AE if and only if

1. @pu, dq P U �D if αpu, dq � 1, then πu,d ¡ 0 and

2. @pu, dq P U �D such that αpu, dq � 0, at least one of the following holds:

(a) πpu, dq   0

(b) πpu, dq   min
d1PD

tπpu, d1q : αpu, d1q � 1u and
°
d1PD

αpu, d1q � ku

(c) πpu, dq   min
u1PU

tπpu1, dq : αpu1, dq � 1u and
°
u1PU

αpu1, dq � kd

Proof. We first show that if α is an equilibrium, condition 2 must hold.

Suppose not. Then there exists an unmatched pair pu, dq such that:

1. πpu, dq ¡ 0

2. αpu, d1q � 1 and πpu, d1q   πpu, dq for some d1 P D if
°
djPD

α pu, djq � ku
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3. αpu1, dq � 1 and πpu1, dq   πpu, dq for some u1 P U if
°
uiPU

α pui, dq � kd

We can construct another feasible matching α1 such that:

1. α1pu, d1q � 0, α1pu1, dq � 0 and αpu, dq � 1

2. α1pui, djq � αpui, djq for all other pairs pui, djq P U �D

This violates the second equilibrium criteria. By contrapositive logic, an equilibrium

outcome implies that both characterization conditions are true.

Now suppose α satisfies both characterization conditions and there exists an alter-

native matching α1 that violates equilibrium criteria 2. Let pu�, d�q denote the new

match under α1 with the highest value:

πpu�, d�q � max
pu,dqPU�D

tπpu, dq : αpu, dq � 0, α1pu, dq � 1u

Case 1: Suppose πpu�, d�q   0. Then πpui, djq   0 @pui, djq P U �D s.t. αpui, djq �

0 and α1pui, djq � 1. We have Πu�pα
1q ¡ Πu�pαq implying D d1 P D s.t. αpu�, d1q �

1, α1pu�, d1q � 0, and πpu�, d1q   πpu�, dq. But this violates the first characterization

condition.

Case 2: WLOG Suppose πpu�, d�q   min
djPD

tπpu�, djq : αpu�, djq � 1u and
°
djPD

α pu�, djq �

ku
�

. Then πpu�, d1q   min
djPD

tπpu�, djq : αpu�, djq � 1u @ d1 P D s.t. αpu�, d1q �

0 and α1pu�, d1q � 1. Thus Πu�pα
1q ¡ Πu�pαq implies min

djPD
tπpu�, djq : αpu�, djq �

1u   0. This violates the first characterization condition.

The next result follows almost directly from Theorem 2. It can be used as an

estimation criteria when observing a real world matching outcome. Note that The-

orem 3 below is implied by stability of a matching model with a fixed sharing rule,
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but that the reverse is not necessarily true. That’s because the following condition

would still hold under a more general classification of aligned preferences, which is

shown for a many-to-one college admissions matching model (Sorensen, 2005). Here,

the result also holds for a many-to-many matching market for firms.

Theorem 3 (Estimation Criterion). In the Equilibrium Outcome αE, given u1, u2 P

U and d1, d2 P D such that

1. αEpu1, d1q � 1 and αEpu2, d2q � 1

2. αEpu1, d2q � 0 and αEpu2, d1q � 0

We have the following result:

maxtπpu1, d1q, πpu2, d2qu ¡ maxtπpu1, d2q, πpu2, d1qu

Proof. Suppose maxtπpu1, d1q, πpu2, d2qu   maxtπpu1, d2q, πpu2, d1qu. WLOG, let

πpu1, d2q ¡ πpu1, d1q, πpu2, d2q. Equilibrium condition 1 implies that πpu1, d2q ¡ 0.

We also know that πpu1, d2q ¡ min
djPD

tπpu1, djq : αEpu1, djq � 1u and πpu1, d2q ¡

min
uiPU

tπpui, d2q : αEpui, d2q � 1u. The pair pu1, d2q violates the equilibrium character-

ization condition 2, leading to a contradiction of an equilibrium outcome αE.

I proceed to show that the above equilibrium exists in every matching market by

constructing an algorithm that always terminates in this outcome. Furthermore, the

equilibrium is unique under the strict differences in payoffs assumption.

3.2.2 Existence and Uniqueness

I now present a Greedy algorithm (GA) for finding the equilibrium outcome. Con-

sider the following steps:
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1. In the first step, locate an ordered pair pu, dq1 P U�D with the highest positive

value i.e. πppu, dq1q � maxtπpu, dq : πpu, dq ¡ 0u and construct the matching

outcome A1, represented by function α1 with:

α1ppu, dq1q � 1 and α1ppu, dqq � 0 @pu, dq � pu, dq1

2. At step k, with matching outcome Ak�1 � tpu, dq1, ..., pu, dqk�1u, locate the next

ordered pair pu, dqk P U �D with the highest positive value among remaining

feasible matches:

πppu, dqkq � maxtπpu, dq : πpu, dq ¡ 0, αk�1pu, dq � 0 such that

¸
djPD

αk�1 pu, djq   ku,
¸
uiPU

αk�1 pui, dq   kdu

Construct a new matching outcome Ak, represented by function αk with:

• αkpu, dq � 1 for all αk�1pu, dq � 1

• αkppu, dqkq � 1 and αkppu, dqq � 0 @pu, dq R Ak�1
�
tpu, dqku

Terminate when all firms on any given side are at capacity or all remaining

feasible matches have negative value. Although the fixed-sharing rule of the NTU

matching model is a special case of the “Matching with Contracts” model of Hatfield

and Kominers (2017), who show the existence of an equilibrium, the following proof

utilizes the Greedy algorithm to conveniently show this result.

Theorem 4 (Non-emptiness of Equilibrium). The Greedy algorithm (GA) results in

an equilibrium matching.
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Proof. Let K denote the last step of GA, resulting the matching outcome αK .

From Theorem 2, we only need to check for cases that violate the two characterization

criteria. Immediately, criterion 1 is satisfied; otherwise this would imply the existence

of matches with negative value, which the algorithm does not assign.

Next, suppose the unmatched ordered pair pu, dq violates criterion 2. πpu, dq ¡ 0

implies either
°
djPD

αK pu, djq � ku or
°
uiPU

αK pui, dq � kd, otherwise the algorithm

would not have terminated.

1. If one of the firms is at capacity (WLOG let
°
djPD

αK pu, djq � ku,
°
uiPU

αK pui, dq  

kd), then there exists a firm d1 P tdj P D : αKpu, djq � 1u such that πpu, dq ¡

πpu, d1q. This contradicts the step in which pu, d1q was matched instead of

pu, dq.

2. If both firms are at capacity (
°
djPD

αK pu, djq � ku,
°
uiPU

αK pui, dq � kd), then

there exists firms d1 P tdj P D : αKpu, djq � 1u and u1 P tui P U : αKpui, dq �

1u such that πpu, dq ¡ πpu, d1q and πpu, dq ¡ πpu1, dq. Then the earlier-

matched/higher-valued of the two pairs pu, d1q and pu1, dq generates a contra-

diction when compared with pu, dq.

Thus αK � αE.

Having established the existence of an equilibrium, I can now use the Greedy

algorithm to prove a novel uniqueness result for the many-to-many matching market.

This will be followed by some new results on the Pareto efficient properties of the

equilibrium outcome.

Theorem 5 (Uniqueness of Equilibrium). The matching equilibrium αE is unique.
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Proof. We establish this result by showing that all the matches resulting from GA

are required to prevent the existence of an unmatched pair that contradicts the

second criterion of theorem 2. The argument will follow by induction. Assume

for simplicity that all ordered pairs considered have positive value. In step 1, the

first ordered pair pu, dq1 is matched in the equilibrium AE, otherwise pu, dq1 clearly

contradicts criterion 2. At step k, the same argument applies to the ordered pair

pu, dqk since, given Ak�1:

•
°
djPD

αk�1 pu, djq   ku

•
°
uiPU

αk�1 pui, dq   kd

• πppu, dqkq � maxtπpu, dq : πpu, dq ¡ 0, αk�1pu, dq � 0,
°
djPD

αk�1 pu, djq  

ku,
°
uiPU

αk�1 pui, dq   kdu

Given all matches that have been formed under GA (which by construction of the

algorithm, contains only positive matches), no other matches can be included in AE

since remaining feasible matches are negative (otherwise the GA would not have

terminated), which would violate the first criterion.

3.2.3 Pareto Efficiency

Having shown the existence and uniqueness of the equilibrium, I prove some of its

desirable properties. Although the decentralized formation process results in an

outcome that is not necessarily socially efficient (i.e. Theorem 1), some Pareto

efficiency properties will hold. These results are novel in two ways. First, it analyzes

the properties of a unique outcome under the fixed sharing rule within a many-to-

many matching market. Secondly, the Pareto efficiency results are in the form of

“strong” Pareto efficiency, which says that there is no alternative “feasible” outcome
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in which firms are no worse off and one is strictly better off. This contrasts with

“weak” Pareto efficiency that only requires no feasible outcome such that all firms

are strictly better off and has been shown in prior work on many-to-one matching

models (Roth and Sotomayor, 1992).

Definition (Pareto Efficiency). We say that a matching outcome α is Pareto efficient

for a set of firms F � U YD if for any alternative feasible outcome α1:

Πf pαq ¡ Πf pα
1q for some f P F

Suppose all downstream firms sign exclusive distribution rights with upstream

producers, limiting each upstream firm to at most one match. i.e. ku � 1 @u P U In

this special case of a many to one matching market, it can also be shown that the

equilibrium is Pareto Efficient for the side of single-match constrained firms (U).

Theorem 6 (Pareto Efficiency for Side of Single Partner Firms). When ku � 1 @u P

U , the matching equilibrium αE is Pareto Efficient for all upstream firms U . That is,

there is no alternative feasible matching outcome α1 such that Πupα
1q ¥ Πupα

Eq @u P

U .

Proof. We show that any alternative feasible matching outcome α1 results in at least

one firm u P U being worse off.

1. If Aα
1

� Aα
E

, then Aα
1

consists of at least one ordered pair with negative value,

thus making at least one previously unmatched firm in U worse off.

2. If Aα
1

� Aα
E

, let pu�, d�q denote the highest valued match in Aα
E

that is not

in Aα
1

:

πpu�, d�q � maxtπpu, dq : pu, dq P U �D, αEpu, dq � 1, α1pu, dq � 0u

Then u� is necessarily made worse off since at the time of selection under GA,

d� was its best match given all prior GA matches having been formed.
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The above result cannot be extended to the side of downstream firms. To

demonstrate this, consider a simplified example consisting of 4 upstream firms U �

tA,B,C,Du and 2 downstream firms D � tX, Y u with ku � 1 @u P U and kd �

2 @d P D. Let the surplus πu,d of each match be given by the table below:

πu,d A B C D
X 13 1 9 6
Y 12 7 10 8

Comparing the equilibrium outcome αE and an alternative feasible outcome α1

characterized by:

Aα
E

� tpu, dq P U �D : αEpu, dq � 1u � tpA,Xq, pB,Xq, pC, Y q, pD, Y qu

Aα
1

� tpu, dq P U �D : α1pu, dq � 1u � tpC,Xq, pD,Xq, pA, Y q, pB, Y qu

We can see that the equilibrium outcome does not result in a Pareto Efficient match

for the set of downstream firms since both X and Y are strictly better off under the

match outcome α1.

ΠXpα
1q � σdp9 � 6q � 15σd ¡ 14σd � σdp13 � 1q � ΠXpα

Eq

ΠY pα
1q � σdp12 � 7q � 19σd ¡ 18σd � σdp10 � 8q � ΠY pα

Eq

The natural question then arises regarding whether the equilibrium outcome is

Pareto Efficient for all firms in the market. By implication of Theorem 6, this is true

in the special case of a many to one matching market. To show that an equilibrium

outcome is Pareto Efficient for the general case of a many to many matching market,

I first prove that the equilibrium outcome implies a desirable property.
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Given a matching outcome α, a subset of firms S � Su Y Sd where Su � U and

Sd � D forms a dominating coalition if there exists a feasible outcome α1 such

that:

1. Πipα
1q ¥ Πipαq @i P S

2. Dj P S such that Πjpα
1q ¡ Πjpαq

3. tpu, dq P U � D : α1pu, dq � 1, u P Su, d R Sdu � tpu, dq P U � D : αpu, dq �

1, u P Su, d R Sdu

4. tpu, dq P U � D : α1pu, dq � 1, u R Su, d P Sdu � tpu, dq P U � D : αpu, dq �

1, u R Su, d P Sdu

According to the above definition, a dominating coalition exists for a given match-

ing outcome α if there is a subset of firms S along with an alternative feasible match-

ing α1 such that everyone in the subset is weakly better off with at least one being

strictly better off without forming new matches to firms outside the subset. This im-

plies that coalition members can coordinate alternative matches among themselves to

create a better aggregate group outcome while holding the decisions of non-members

fixed.

Theorem 7 (Equilibrium is in the CORE). The matching equilibrium αE does not

have dominating coalitions of any size.

Proof. We will prove this result by contradiction. Suppose the subset of firms S

forms a dominating coalition and let α1 denote the corresponding match outcome.

Then, by assumption of strict differences in payoffs:

1. If u P Su and Πupα
1q � Πupα

Eq, then α1pu, dq � αEpu, dq @d P D.

2. If d P Sd and Πdpα
1q � Πdpα

Eq, then α1pu, dq � αEpu, dq @u P U .
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Since all coalition members that are not strictly better off must have the same

matches, there exists another dominating coalition S 1 � S under α1 such that @i P S 1,

Πipα
1q ¡ Πipα

Eq. Moreover, by criterion 1 of the equilibrium definition, if i P S 1,

then it must have formed a new match since a proper subset of matches from the

equilibrium αE would imply Πipα
1q   Πipα

Eq. Now construct the feasible matching

αc where:

αcpu, dq �

#
α1pu, dq, if u P S 1 or d P S 1

αEpu, dq, if u R S 1 and d R S 1

Since αc does not affect the composition of matches for members of S 1 under α1

while resulting in only coalition members forming new matches different from αE,

it violates the second equilibrium criterion, creating a contradiction that αE is the

equilibrium.

From theorem 7, the Pareto Efficiency result for all firms in the matching market

directly follows.

Corollary 1 (Pareto Efficiency in Many-to-Many Matching Market). The matching

equilibrium αE is Pareto Efficient for all firms. That is, there is no alternative

feasible matching outcome α1 such that Πipα
1q ¥ Πipα

Eq @i P U YD.

Proof. By theorem 7, there is no dominating coalition under the equilibrium αE for

the subset of firms S � U YD.

Next, I use this theoretical framework to show how features of the firms’ choice

characteristics can be extracted from the observation of match outcomes. In partic-

ular, I will focus on the case where an observation consists of two matched pairs and

two unmatched counter-factual pairs among 4 firms. Theorem 3 gives the implica-

tions of such observations within a matching market.
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3.3 Discussion

Although the assumption of a fixed sharing rule is quite strong, it is necessary to

ensure the existence of a unique equilibrium that is obtained by the Greedy algorithm.

If this assumption were relaxed to permit an unknown firm specific bargaining power

parameter λx for firm x with the share of the surplus to be divided between firms x

and y in a match given by λx
λx�λy

for firm x and λy
λx�λy

for firm y, then the Greedy

algorithm no longer guarantees an equilibrium outcome. Going back to the example

from theorem 1 (reproduced below), we can observe that if all firms from the same

side of the market have the same parameter value pλu1 � λu2q and pλd1 � λd2q, the

fixed sharing rule holds and the Greedy algorithm generates the equilibrium outcome

A1 � tpu1, d1q, pu2, d2qu.

However, suppose the unobserved firm-specific parameters were given by λu1 �

λd1 � 1 and λu2 � λd2 � 3, then a match between pu1, d2q would result in individual

payoffs of Πu1 �
1
4
� 3 � 0.75 and Πd2 �

3
4
� 3 � 2.25 (symmetrically for the match

between u2 and d1) while the matches from a Greedy algorithm would still result in an

even split of the surplus. Thus, the new equilibrium A2 � tpu1, d2q, pu2, d1qu would

be different from the algorithm since firms u1 and d2 would form a blocking pair

under the original set of matches A1. Consequently, uniqueness of the equilibrium is

not assured by the weaker assumption.

The algorithms that generate unique equilibrium outcomes are interesting since

they may suggest the generation of firm heterogeneity through a matching process.

π d1 d2
u1 1 3
u2 3 4

Figure 3.1: Example of How Firm-Specific Bargaining Parameters Can Affect the
Equilibrium Outcome.
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The Greedy algorithm guarantees that the pair of firms that generate the highest

value will always be formed, but does not ensure that the lowest value pair is matched

in the end. In the market for mergers and acquisitions, algorithms that generate

buyer optimal and seller optimal prices are also available (Sotomayor, 2009). The

prices reflect the values that firms can capture within such markets. Examining how

the conditions and contexts of firm interaction may influence the variation in firm

performance outcomes seems to be a promising area for future analysis.

Lastly, the given example (reproduced below) in the analysis of Pareto optimal-

ity presents an interesting case for a many-to-one market. In this 2-to-1 matching

market, upstream producers tA,B,C,Du are each seeking one downstream partner.

Meanwhile, the distributors tX, Y u each have capacity to contract with 2 upstream

firms.

According to the example, the unique equilibrium outcome is

AE � tpA,Xq, pB,Xq, pC, Y q, pD, Y qu

While the equilibrium is Pareto efficient for the side of single partner firms tA,B,C,Du,

is not Pareto optimal for the side of multi-partner firms tX, Y u since the outcome

A1 � tpC,Xq, pD,Xq, pA, Y q, pB, Y qu

constitutes a Pareto improvement for multi-partner firms. This suggests that if multi-

partner firms can coordinate, then they can make each other strictly better off by

trading partners. Note however, that in the absence of such coordination, A1 is not

πu,d A B C D
X 13 1 9 6
Y 12 7 10 8

Figure 3.2: The Richness of Potential Match Outcomes Under Various Conditions
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stable since the pair pA,Xq would partner up while breaking up their existing ties

(i.e. they would block the formation of pA, Y q and pD,Xq).

A better motivated example may concern the one-to-many matching of managers

to internal divisions within a firm. Suppose managers are compensated based on a

fixed share of the division’s performance. Then the example would suggest that the

decentralized matching of managers to divisions can be different than the case when

division heads can coordinate among themselves. At the same time, the example

also shows that the Pareto improved outcome A1 is not the socially optimal (TU)

outcome given by A� � tpA,Xq, pC,Xq, pB, Y q, pD, Y qu, implying that the central

planner or CEO could allocate managers differently than the resulting matches from

a coordination among the heads of division. Note that among the three matchings,

AE has the lowest total value, but is not the worst outcome possible, suggesting

that a Greedy algorithm matching managers to divisions has some value maximiz-

ing properties but is far from collectively optimal. This is because each manager is

strictly looking to increase its own value without regards for other matches. This

contrasts starkly with the TU outcome A� where the impact of each match on the

possible total values of all remaining matches is taken into account. In the inter-

mediate case A1, the total value is greater than the equilibrium AE and less than

the TU outcome A� because divisions are concerned with the combined efforts of its

own managers, but disregard the matching of managers to other divisions (a case of

semi-coordination). Altogether, these possibilities suggest a high potential for the

utilization of matching models in future research on organizational and inter-firm

behavior.
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4

Estimating Matching Games Without Transfers

An important issue for scholars seeking to understand firm interactions is how to

test factors that drive partner selection decisions from observations on relationship

data. There are many situations when researchers can observe the alliances within

a market but have no information on a given firm’s choice set of potential partners

outside the observed alliances. This is problematic for past empirical work that have

relied on traditional binary choice methods (Mowery, Oxley and Silverman, 1998;

Rothaermel and Boeker, 2008) since an unmatched pair of firms cannot be inferred

to have negative match surplus value if one of the firms is simply precluded from

forming additional alliances due to its commitment to other partners. Since the

alliance capacities of firms are unobserved, I cannot discount this possibility.

Acknowledging the limitations of binary choice, emergent work has begun to

adopt a matching model approach to various contexts of firm interaction such as

strategic alliances and venture capital markets (Sorensen, 2007; Mindruta et al,

2016). Although the matching theory literature is rich and extensive, the body of

work on the econometrics of matching is recent and underdeveloped by comparison.

Given the relatively high level of attention directed toward transferable utility (TU)
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matching estimation, the scarcity of formal matching methodology is a greater issue

for nontransferable utility (NTU) matching models. Since the market for inter-firm

collaboration conforms closely to an NTU matching framework, the formal develop-

ment of an estimation method is needed.

I propose a semiparametric NTU matching score estimator. The issues with

multiplicity of stable matchings is resolved by confining the econometric application

to a special set of NTU models with a unique equilibrium solution. Specifically, I

assume that the division of match surplus is given by a fixed sharing rule, which

is applicable to cases where the payoffs cannot be realized at the time of a match

and is subjected to renegotiation in the subsequent period without the possibility

of re-matching for current partners. The fixed sharing rule restriction also ensures

that preferences for firms on both sides of the market are aligned with the joint

surplus generated from a match. This allows the estimator to focus solely on the

surplus value of potential matches with the payoffs of agents over potential matches

accordingly defined by their fixed share.

The matching model-based estimation approach contributes to the strategy lit-

erature on alliances by providing a tool to test factors underlying alliance value

creation. This bridges the gap between the existing empirical literature that require

an appropriate methodology to understand the formation of inter-firm collaboration

ties and the relevant theoretical foundations of an NTU matching model. The class

of NTU matching models along with the associated estimator may also be broadly

applicable other conceivable contexts characterized by incomplete contracts between

matches and future renegotiation of value division given the changing nature of out-

side options.

This paper also contributes to the methodological literature on matching by pro-

viding a score estimator for a class of NTU models. This has two benefits over

existing approaches to matching estimation. First, the semi-parameterization allows
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a relaxation of strong distributional assumptions on the error terms of the match

surplus function (Choo and Siow, 2006). Next, the computationally simple calcula-

tion of scores based on a set of inequalities (as noted by Fox, 2017) is straightforward

and a relatively easy way of obtaining consistent estimation for applied researchers.

This neither requires numerically integrating out un-observables to calculate choice

probabilities (Galichon and Salanie, 2015) nor the use of more complicated tech-

niques such as a nested fixed-point procedure to compute the equilibrium to a game

(Ciliberto and Tamer, 2009).

The next section will provide a background on matching estimation before pro-

ceeding to a formal characterization of the econometric model. The model section

starts off by providing some primitive assumptions on the functional form of the joint

surplus function along with the nature of the parameters and observable variables.

An intermediate result on the identification of the conditional probability for the

observed outcome variable is used to establish the novel theorems on consistency of

the score estimator. A brief discussion section concludes the chapter.

4.1 Econometrics of Matching

Utilizing the theoretical matching model, applied researchers can study the inter-

actions of individuals, firms, and institutions. The theoretical foundation analyzes

how outcomes emerge based on the set of agents and their underlying payoffs from

potential matches in a given market. Since the econometric literature on match-

ing aims to infer the determinants of individual payoffs from observed matching

patterns, the theoretical insights provide the necessary restrictions to enable iden-

tification of underlying parameters. The nature of such restrictions will depend on

the type of matching model under consideration, which should reflect the context of

the empirical study. For example, a transferable utility (TU) matching model may

be appropriate for matching buyers and sellers whereas a non-transferable utility
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(NTU) matching framework may better capture the matching process in the market

for inter-firm alliances.

Unlike the TU model which generally produces a unique equilibrium under in-

nocuous conditions, estimation for the NTU model poses several challenges. First,

the presence of multiple equilibria even in the simple case of one-to-one matching

market (c.f. Irving and Leather, 1986) complicates econometric applications as sta-

tistical likelihood functions are not well defined for such games (Bresnahan and Reiss,

1990). Secondly, the presence of an unknown exogenous split in the division of sur-

plus between firms in any potential match creates two distinct payoff functions for

each side of the market. Menzel (2015) takes the large market limit for the one-to-

one case of marriages and shows that data on observed matches alone is not enough

to separate the preferences of both sides of the market.

Prior empirical work based on NTU models have attempted to circumvent these

obstacles by either utilizing data beyond the observation of matches or imposing

more model restrictions that confine the set of equilibria. In the first case, Hitsch,

Hortacsu, and Ariely (2010) utilize data on online dating sites that allow them to

observe the choice sets of individuals based on potential partners they’ve contacted.

This reduces the estimation of individual preferences to a fixed effects logit. Del

Boca and Flinn (2014) utilizes observations on household behavior to recover the

preferences of spouses given some fixed exogenous rule on household allocations be-

tween partners. Using a likelihood-based metric to compare the preference-generated

stable matches and observed matches, they recover the rule that optimally fit the

data. These methods are different from the semi-parametric approach proposed in

this paper since the use of a fixed-effects logit or a likelihood-based metric both

impose strong distributional assumptions on the unobservables.

For the second case, Boyd et al. (2013) assume the equilibrium results from

the Gale-Shapley deferred acceptance algorithm with firms proposing to workers
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while Gordon and Knight (2009) impose symmetry assumptions between both sides

of the market that guarantee the existence of a unique equilibrium. Both proceed

to use moment-based simulation approaches, which can become computationally

demanding as the set of agents becomes large. Other added assumptions such as an

agreed-upon vertical differentiation of agents on one side (e.g. hospitals can agree

on the ranking of residents) or restrictions concerning the structure/distribution of

error terms have also been imposed to make estimation more tractable (Sorensen,

2007; Hsieh, 2012; Agarwal, 2015). The extensive surveys by Graham (2011) and

Chiappori and Salanie (2016) provide additional examples of the empirical NTU

matching literature. The methodology proposed in the next section relies on a feature

of the underlying matching model (i.e. a fixed sharing rule for value division between

partners) to ensure the existence of a unique equilibrium and proceeds to estimate

the parameters of interest from a set of computationally simple inequalities implied

by the equilibrium property.

4.2 Estimation

I now build on the NTU model with fixed surplus sharing from the previous section

by developing a way to estimate the determinants of payoffs. The assumed fixed share

division of the surplus permits the characterization of the net payoffs of each firm

from a match by only considering the joint surplus. To adapt the matching model

for econometric analysis, the joint surplus of a given pair pu, dq is reformulated as a

random variable with an associated measure fp�q:

πu,d � fpπ|xq

Where x is the set of observable characteristics that may include pairwise and

individual variables:
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x � pxu,d,xu,xdq

In a special case, the joint surplus can be decomposed into two components:

πu,d � spx, βq � εu,d

The first term, spx, βq, is a deterministic component with sp�q being a function

of observable characteristics x, and a set of parameters β. The stochastic compo-

nent εu,d is observed by the firm, but unobserved by the researcher. Although prior

works have specified the distribution for the unobserved term before estimating the

parameters, this is a strong assumption. The semi-parametric approach provides

an alternative by restricting the relationship between observable characteristics and

the conditional distribution of the joint surplus fp�|xq. This will allow a relaxation

on the distributional specification of unobservable factors, in particular εu,d for the

additively separable case above. I will follow this approach and outline a set of

parsimonious assumptions to enable identification of β from the observed pattern of

matches.

Additionally, I assume that the structure of the data encompasses multiple mar-

kets. Specifically, given N markets, let Ai denote the matching outcome of market

i P t1, 2, , Nu. I impose the surplus function and parameters to remain the same in

all markets along with the exclusion restriction that firms do not observe one an-

other across markets but observe everyone within their own market. In practice, the

multiple market perspective accommodates the common data format that consists

of matching markets across geographies or time. The convergence results from the

multiple market perspective will also apply in a straightforward way to one large

cross-sectional market.

On a technical note, the multiple market framework reconciles an issue that arises
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when an observable characteristic x1 P x can take on an unbounded set of potential

values. Since the origins of matching econometrics are rooted in single-agent discrete

choice models, choosing among a finite set of partners implies that characteristics

influencing the match outcome should take on a finite set of values. Thus, if the

set of meaningful potential values are unbounded, then the single market becomes

problematic as an agent’s utility would approach infinity with greater choices of

partners. To overcome this limitation, I allow a distribution of matches over the

continuum of observable values x to be characterized by the measure ηpxq. Each

market is then a set of matched firm-pair draws from the distribution, following the

exclusion restriction. Thus, the measure characterizes the population of matches

given observables x from which the researcher draws observations when sampling

(Graham, 2011 - discrete case; Dupuy and Galichon, 2014 - a continuous case).

4.2.1 Identification

I now develop a formal econometric framework from a set of primitive features un-

derlying the data generation process. The following assumption specifies a functional

form of the observable variables and relates it to the conditional distribution of the

joint surplus.

Assumption 2 (Functional Specification). There exists a set of K-element param-

eter vectors β � RKsuch that for a vector β P β, if x1β ¡ x2β, then

Prpπ ¡ r|x1q ¡ Prpπ ¡ r|x2q for all r P R

Assumption 2 states that there exists a linear combination of the observable

variables such that the distribution of the joint surplus conditional on a value of

the linear combination will first-order stochastically dominate all other conditional

distributions of less value. Common frameworks that satisfy this assumption include

the linear regression model as well as discrete choice-based latent variable models.
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This assumption leads to some intermediate results that help lay the foundation for

key theorems on identification and estimation.

Lemma 1. Under Assumption 2,

1. If β P β, then aβ P β for all a ¡ 0

2. Given β P β and x1,x2 that respectively correspond to the random variables

π1, π2, Prpmaxtπ1, π2u ¡ rq is increasing in maxtx1β,x2βu for all r P R

Proof.

1. x1β ¡ x2β if and only if x1paβq � apx1βq ¡ apx2βq � x2paβq

2. WLOG, let x1β � maxtx1β,x2βu. Then for r P R,

Prpmaxtπ1, π2u ¡ r|x1βq

� ErPrpπ1 ¡ r|x1βq � p1 � Prpπ1 ¡ r|x1βqqpPrpπ2 ¡ r|x2β   x1βqqs

� Prpπ1 ¡ r|x1βq � p1 � Prpπ1 ¡ r|x1βqqErpPrpπ2 ¡ r|x2β   x1βqqs

As x1β � maxtx1β,x2βu increases, so does Prpπ1 ¡ r|x1βq and ErpPrpπ2 ¡

r|x2β   x1βqqs. The result follows naturally. Note that the expectation is taken

only over pPrpπ2 ¡ r since maxtx1β,x2βu is used, but not mintx1β,x2βu.

The first part of Lemma 1 suggests that a scale-invariant normalization is needed

for point identification. I use the normalization proposed in Horowitz(1992). For

any vector in the set tb P RK : b1 � 0u, define the function g : RK Ñ RK as follows:

gpbq �
b

|b1|

It’s clear that gpbq maps to a unique vector for each corresponding positively-

scaled set of vectors. For convenience, let β� � gpβq.
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Using the result of part 2, I can simplify the notation. Let Z12 � maxtπ1, π2u

and x12|b � arg max
xPtx1,x2u

txbu with x�12 � x12|β and the associated measure:

Z12 � hpz|x�12β
�q

The researcher observes either the event Z12 ¡ Z34 or Z12   Z34.
1 Denote an

indicator function Z� defined by:

Z� �

#
1, if Z12 ¡ Z34

�1, if Z12   Z34

The assumption on strict differences in payoffs from the theoretical matching

model in the preceding section does not include the possibility that Z12 � Z34. In an

econometric model, I need to make additional assumptions on the data generating

process to justify the zero probability of this event. Specifically, assumptions are

needed on the distributions of the observable variables from which observations can

be drawn. More importantly, these assumptions are used for identification of the

parameters β�.

Definition (Identification). Given the joint distribution HpXq over the set of ob-

servables X � px1,x2,x3,x4q, the set of parameters β is identified up to a positive

scale if for any b P tRK : b1 � 0u where gpbq � gpβq, there exists a set of values on

the observables Xb such that:

1.
³
Xb dHpXq ¡ 0 and

2. PrpZ� � 1|x12|b,x34|b; gpbqq � PrpZ� � 1|x�12,x
�
34; β

�q for all X P Xb

The definition above states that the unknown parameters β� can be identified

from the data if other candidate values gpbq would result in different distributions

1 The relationship between Z and the observation set of matches will be made clear in the next
section. Here, I continue to focus on the observation unit consisting of 4 potential pairs, two of
which correspond to observed matches.
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of the observed event Z� conditional on some observations X. For the definition to

be meaningful, quantitative characterizations of the conditional probability for the

indicator variable Z� under β� are necessary The following result establishes this

characterization.

Lemma 2. Under Assumption 2, when the distributions of Z12 and Z34 are indepen-

dent:

1. PrpZ� � 1|x�12,x
�
34; β

�q � 0.5 and ErZ�|x�12,x
�
34s � 0 for x�12β

� � x�34β
�

2. PrpZ� � 1|x�12,x
�
34; β

�q » 0.5 if and only if x�12β
� » x�34β

�

3. ErZ�|x�12,x
�
34s » 0 if and only if px�12 � x�34qβ

� � x�β� » 0

Proof. Under independence, the joint density of pZ12, Z34q is equivalent to the prod-

uct of each conditional densities:

hpz12, z34|x
�
12β

�,x�34β
�q � hpz12|x

�
12β

�qhpz34|x
�
34β

�q

1. For x�12β
� � x�34β

�, we have hpz12|x
�
12β

�q � hpz34|x
�
34β

�q. Let h�pzq denote this

special case. The resulting probabilities are:

PrpZ� � 1|x�12β
�,x�34β

�q �

» 8

�8

» 8

Z34

h�pz12qh
�pz34qdz12dz34

�

» 8

�8

h�pz34q

» 8

Z34

h�pz12qdz12dz34 �

» 8

�8

h�pz12q

» 8

Z12

h�pz34qdz34dz12

�

» 8

�8

» 8

Z12

h�pz12qh
�pz34qdz34dz12 � PrpZ� � �1|x�12β

�,x�34β
�q

This leads to PrpZ� � 1|x�12,x
�
34; β

�q � 0.5. ErZ�|x�12,x
�
34s � 0 follows directly.

2. For the second result, observe that:

PrpZ� � 1|x�12β
� ¡ x�34β

�q �

» 8

�8

» 8

Z34

hpz12|x
�
12β

�qhpz34|x
�
34β

�qdz12dz34

�

» 8

�8

hpz34|x
�
34β

�q

» 8

Z34

hpz12|x
�
12β

�qdz12dz34
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By Assumption 2,
³8
Z34

hpz12|x
�
12β

�qdz12 ¡
³8
Z34

h�pz12qdz12 at each fixed value

Z34 since x�12β
� ¡ x�34β

�. Thus, PrpZ� � 1|x�12β
� ¡ x�34β

�q ¡ PrpZ� �

1|x�12β
� � x�34β

�q � 0.5. By symmetry, we also know that PrpZ� � �1|x�12β
�  

x�34β
�q ¡ 0.5, implying PrpZ� � 1|x�12β

�   x�34β
�q   0.5.

3. This result directly follows from definition of expected value and a rearrange-

ment of inequalities x�12β
� » x�34β

�.

The first two parts of Lemma 2 allow me to characterize the distribution of the

observed dependent variable conditional on the observable characteristics. This plays

a key role in the identification of β� since for any b where gpbq � gpβq, a deviation

in expected conditional outcomes occurs when x�12β
� ¡ x�34β

� and x12|bb   x34|bb or

vice versa. Part 3 of Lemma 2 is a convenient result that will be used later in the

estimation section. I now make a set of primitive assumptions on the space and

distributions of the observable characteristics that will allow identification of the

parameter β up to a positively-scaled proportion.

Assumption 3 (Distribution of x).

1. The support of ηpxq is not contained in any proper linear subspace of RK

2. There exists at least one k P t1, 2, , Ku such that xk is a pairwise charac-

teristic with βk � 0. Moreover, for all values of the remaining observables

x̃ � px1, , xk�1, xk�1, , xKq, the conditional distribution ηkpxk|x̃q has support on

R¡0.

Part 1 of Assumption 3 broadly states that the dimension of the sample space

for observable characteristics x must be equal to the number of characteristics K. In

other words, there is no perfect multicollinearity among observable variables. This
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also rules out the identification of constants within the joint surplus function. This is

intuitive since comparing differences in joint surplus across different potential pairs

results in mutual cancellation of the constant term. Part 2 states that at least one

characteristic say x1 must vary across pairs with an associated nonzero coefficient.

This means that there is at least one characteristic among the set of observable

variables that affects the joint surplus in every match. The normalization function

gpbq is justified as I can set the normalizing coefficient to b1 without loss of generality.

In addition, it also states that the sample space of x1 must have positive density on

R¡0 conditional on all values of remaining observables x̃ � px2, , xKq. This allows

the density of xb conditional on x̃ to have support on R¡c or R c for some fixed

constant c depending respectively on whether b1 ¡ 0 or b1   0 and plays a role in

identification of β. Note that this also implies the event x̃1b � x̃2b occurs with zero

probability.

Theorem 8. Under Assumptions 2, 3, and independence of Zij,
2 β is identified up

to a positive scale.

Proof. Let b P tRK : b1 � 0u such that b� � gpbq � gpβq. Following the definition,

we need to show that there exists X P Xb such that:

PrpZ� � 1|x12|b,x34|b; b
�q � PrpZ� � 1|x�12,x

�
34; β

�q

From Lemma 2, this occurs when px�12 � x�34qβ
�   0   px12|b � x34|bqb

� or vice versa.

Thus, we can show that:»
Xb

dHpXq � Prppx�12 � x�34qβ
�   0   px12|b � x34|bqb

�q

� Prppx12|b � x34|bqb
�   0   px�12 � x�34qβ

�q ¡ 0

2 This assumption requires i.i.d. stochastic components across surplus functions. Additionally,
the deterministic components consist of only pair-wise characteristics. This is quite restrictive.
Theorem 10 will provide the general conditions under which individual characteristics may be
incorporated.
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It suffices to show that either of the component probabilities is greater than 0.

For simplification, let x� � x�12 � x�34 � px�1 , x̃
�q and xb � x12|b � x34|b � pxb1, x̃

bq

with corresponding vectors β� � pβ�1 , β̃
�q and b� � pb�1 , b̃

�q. By part 2 of Assumption

3, the distributions for the elements x�1 and xb1 have support on R since they are the

differences of two random variables each with positive densities on R¡0.

Suppose β�1 � 1 (the case for β�1 � �1 is symmetric)

For b�1 � �1, conditioning on x̃� and x̃b:

Prpxbb�   0   x�β�q � Prpxb1 ¡ x̃bb̃�, x�1 ¡ �x̃�β̃�q ¡ 0

For b�1 � 1, conditioning on x̃� and x̃b:

1. Prpxbb�   0   x�β�q � Prp�x̃�β̃�   xb1, x
�
1   �x̃bb̃�q

2. Prpx�β�   0   xbb�q � Prp�x̃bb̃�   xb1, x
�
1   �x̃�β̃�q

When either �x̃�β̃� ¡ �x̃bb̃� or �x̃�β̃�   �x̃bb̃�, an open interval exists and either

Prpxbb�   0   x�β�q ¡ 0 or Prpx�β�   0   xbb�q ¡ 0

To ensure this occurs with positive probability, Prpx̃�β̃� � x̃bb̃�q   1 needs to hold

and is a direct result by part 1 of Assumption 3.

4.2.2 Consistency of the Score Estimator

The identification result suggests a consistent estimation approach provided the pos-

sibility of sampling all observable characteristics X � px1,x2,x3,x4q where x1,x2

respectively correspond to the pairs pu1, d1q and pu2, d2q while x3,x4 correspond to

the pairs pu1, d2q and pu2, d1q. Based on theorem 3 of the theoretical model in the

previous chapter, I also observe the associated indicator variable Z�. Combining

these two observations, I construct a score estimator of the following form:

β̂ � arg max
bPB

1

N

Ņ

n�1

Z�
nsgnpx

bb�q
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Where b is selected from the set B � tb P RK : |b1| � 1u and

sgnpxbb�q �

#
1, if xbb� ¡ 1

�1, if xbb�   1

Building from theorem 8 and the Law of Large Numbers, I make a necessary assump-

tion on the sampling of observations that will ensure convergence of the estimator

to β�.3

Assumption 4 (Sampling). The set of observations pZ�
n , Xnq, n � 1, 2, ..., N are

randomly sampled from a joint distribution HpXq characterized by A3 with a rela-

tionship between Z�
n and Xn that holds under A2.

The above assumption ties together the properties on the sampling distribution

of the observables Xn as stated from Assumption 3 and the implied conditional dis-

tribution properties of Z�
n under Assumption 2. Below, I will define the relationship

between the score estimate β̂ and the underlying parameters β�.

Definition (Consistency). An estimator exhibits strong consistency for β� that is

contained within a set of candidate values B if:

Pr

�
lim
NÑ8

sup
bPB̃N

||b� β�|| � 0

�
� 1

where B̃N is the set of all maximizers of the score estimator contained in B with

sample size N .

This definition of consistency is a desirable property for maximum score estima-

tion. Since the optimum of any step-based function creates a set of solution values,

the consistency criteria above guarantees that the solution set collapses to the point

3 For sgnpxbb�q, the case with values 1 and 0 also works. Indicator values 1 and -1 is used for
algebraic convenience.
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estimate β� with increasing sample size. I show that this is indeed the case under

the given set of assumptions for the defined score estimator.

Theorem 9. Under Assumptions 2-4 and independence of Zij, the maximum score

estimate is strongly consistent for β� within the set B � tb P RK : |b1| � 1, ||b|| ¤

||β�||u. (Alternatively, within the set B � tb P RK : |b1| � 1, ||b|| ¤ γu for any

positive constant γ ¥ }|β�||)

Proof. Let the objective function be denoted by SNpbq �
1
N

°N
n�1 Z

�
nsgnpx

bb�q and

Spbq � lim
NÑ8

SNpbq. Additionally, let Z � Z12 � Z34 denote the latent dependent

variable, from which I only observe Z� (Z ¡ 0 or Z   0). This result is shown in

three steps and will be broken down into three component results.

1. β� is the unique maximizer of Spbq:

By Law of Large Numbers, Spbq � ErZ�sgnpxbb�qs. For b � β�,

Spβ�q�Spbq � ErZ�psgnpx�β�q�sgnpxbb�qqs � 2

»
Xb

ErZ�|x�ssgnpx�β�qdHpXq

From part 3 of Lemma 2, ErZ�|x�ssgnpx�β�q � |ErZ�|x�s| ¡ 0. Hence,

Spβ�q � Spbq � 2

»
Xb

|ErZ�|x�s|dHpXq ¡ 0

since
³
Xb dHpXq ¡ 0 under theorem 8.

2. SNpbq converges to Spbq uniformly on B, almost surely:

SNpbq � PrN rZ ¡ 0,xbb� ¡ 0s � PrN rZ   0,xbb�   0s

� PrN rZ   0,xbb� ¡ 0s � PrN rZ ¡ 0,xbb�   0s
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By random sampling from Assumption 4 and Law of Large Numbers, each

component probability converges pointwise to the respective component prob-

abilities of S(b):

Spbq � PrrZ ¡ 0,xbb� ¡ 0s � PrrZ   0,xbb�   0s

� PrrZ   0,xbb� ¡ 0s � PrrZ ¡ 0,xbb�   0s

Uniform convergence of SNpbq to Spbq follows from the result by Rao (1962),

which shows that for any finite number m:

lim
NÑ8

�
sup
ZPHm

|PrNpZq � PrpZq|

�
� 0

Where Hm is the class of all intersections of m half-spaces of a random vector

space RM . Uniform convergence follows.

3. Spbq is continuous for all b such that b1 � 0:

To show this property, decompose xbb� into components xb1b
�
1� x̃bb̃� and rewrite

Spbq:

Spbq � PrrZ ¡ 0, xb1b
�
1 � x̃bb̃� ¡ 0s � PrrZ   0, xb1b

�
1 � x̃bb̃�   0s

� PrrZ   0, xb1b
�
1 � x̃bb̃� ¡ 0s � PrrZ ¡ 0, xb1b

�
1 � x̃bb̃�   0s

� S1pbq � S2pbq � S3pbq � S4pbq

Let Φpx̃bq be the distribution of x̃b and φ1px
b
1|x̃

bq be the density of xb1 condi-

tional on x̃b. Take the first component of Spbq and suppose b�1 ¡ 0 (all other

components and the case of b�1   0 is demonstrated similarly):

PrrZ ¡ 0, xb1b
�
1 � x̃bb̃� ¡ 0s �

»
x̃b

» 8

�x̃bb̃�

b�1

PrpZ ¡ 0|xbqφ1px
b
1|x̃

bqdxb1dΦpx̃bq

Note that the inner integral:

s1pb, x̃bq �

» 8

�x̃bb̃�

b�1

PrpZ ¡ 0|xbqφ1px
b
1|x̃

bqdxb1
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Is continuous in b, measurable in x̃b, and uniformly bounded. The Lebesgue

dominated convergence theorem implies continuity for S1pbq:

S1pbq �

»
x̃b
s1pb, x̃bqdΦpx̃bq

The continuity of Spbq follows.

Having shown that β� is the unique maximizer of the continuous limiting function

Spbq and that SNpbq converges to Spbq uniformly over the compact set B � tb P

RK : |b1| � 1, ||b|| ¤ ||β�||u containing β�, strong consistency follows from Manski

(1983).

The independence of Zij is a strong condition. Assumption 2 gives a primitive

characterization of the conditional distribution for the joint surplus. Together with

the independence of Zij, they establish a more generalizable condition for identifica-

tion and consistency of score estimation. I will state the more generalized theorem

required for strong consistency, the proof of which is clear from the steps shown

above.

Theorem 10. Given Assumptions 3-4 and the following conditions:

1. MEDrmaxtπu,d, πu1,d1u �maxtπu,d1 , πu1,du|x
�β� � 0s � 0

2. MEDrmaxtπu,d, πu1,d1u�maxtπu,d1 , πu1,dus is monotonically increasing in x�β�

The maximum score estimate is strongly consistent for β� within the set B � tb P

RK : |b1| � 1, ||b|| ¤ ||β�||u.

Note that the combined conditions in theorem 10 is a weaker version of the

assumption by Manski (1985), which require the median to be equal to x�β�. The

example below illustrates the above theorem:
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Example. Let πu,d � β0 � β1 � xu,d � β2 � xu � β3 � xd � β4 � xu � xd � εu,d � x1β and

πu1,d1 � β0 � β1 � xu1,d1 � β2 � x
1
u � β3 � x

1
d � β4 � x

1
u � x

1
d � εu1,d1 � x2β

Similarly, define πu,d1 � x3β and πu1,d � x4β

Also suppose Maxtx1β,x2βu � x1β and Maxtx3β,x4βu � x3β

Given the following conditions:

1. Prrmaxtπu,d, πu1,d1u ¡ maxtπu,d1 , πu1,du|x1β � x3βs � 0.5

2. Prrmaxtπu,d, πu1,d1u ¡ maxtπu,d1 , πu1,du|px1 � x3qβs is increasing in px1 � x3qβ

The score estimator is consistent for β up to a positive scale.

4.3 Discussion

Matching estimation addresses a form of externality that occurs when the partner

selection decisions of some firms limit the potential partner choice set of other firms.

The preceding section provides the formal results that show how a consistent estima-

tor can be constructed under a nontransferable utility (NTU) matching framework

with payoffs given by a fixed sharing rule. According to theorem 2 from the previous

chapter, an equilibrium can be sufficiently characterized by conditions involving only

individual and dyadic pairs of firms. In the case of individual firms, the equilibrium

implies that the payoffs of firms within all observed matches is positive. Since this

is true for both firms within an observed match, this condition is equivalent to all

observed matches having positive surplus. Unfortunately, we’re unable to use the

unobserved matches to infer that the joint surplus between counterfactual pairs is

negative. This is because the nature of a matching market allows pairs to be positive

valued and unmatched due to congestion from other matches. This prevents me from

estimating the coefficients using a binary choice model on dyadic pairs. Likewise,

I’m also unable to use multinomial models from the perspective of any firm since I

don’t observe their choice sets.
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The remaining alternative is to utilize the equilibrium characterization on dyadic

pairs, which says that no unmatched pair of firms would prefer to form a match while

forgoing one existing match on each side. Under a fixed sharing rule, this criterion

translates to the condition that no unmatched pair of firms have a joint surplus

value greater than the surplus of two specific observed matches. The maximum

score estimator is thus constructed by comparing the scores of two observed matches

with those of their counterfactual matches. One implication of this procedure is that

since I’m comparing the values between matches, I cannot recover the absolute level

of surplus. This contrasts with binary choice models that estimate a constant in

the latent value function, which may represent the reservation utility of individuals

relative to a default option. Another issue arises concerning which pairs of observed

matches should the researcher select as inputs for the estimator. In small samples

where variation in subsets of observations can meaningfully impact estimated values,

the use of all pairs can provide reliably replicable results. However, as Fox (2017)

notes, the combinatorial nature of all pairs of observed matches makes it difficult

to implement as the market grows large and a random selection of pairs is advised

when working with large datasets. It is important to note that random sampling is

implemented on the pairs of observed matches since these are the units of observation

whose realized joint values can be characterized under the matching framework.

Given a set of optimal solutions from maximum score estimation, inference can

be done using either a smoothing composition function as proposed in Horowitz

(1992) or constructing confidence regions on the set of optimal solutions to the step-

based score function. A smoothing function provides point estimates for a given set

of observations and allows the use of bootstrapping to output standard errors. A

method for constructing confidence regions on the set of optimal coefficient estimates

was proposed by Romano and Shaikh (2010) using a subsampling procedure on the

score function. Since the smoothing methodology does not have matching theoret-
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ical justification for selecting an optimal coefficient value, set inference is generally

preferred.

Lastly, the methodology is more generally applicable than the two-sided many-

to-many matching market. A within-group matching of individuals or firms such

as co-authorship networks or horizontal alliances among firms can also utilize the

maximum score estimation procedure. One important difference is that the fixed

sharing rule is now strictly one half between partners whereas in a two-sided model,

it is only restricted to be constant for all firms on the same side. Given a fixed sharing

rule of one half and strict preferences across potential matches, the Greedy algorithm

continues to generate the unique stable set of matches. Methodologically, a greater

set of inequalities can be utilized since any two observed matches can potentially

generate two sets of counterfactual pairs (illustrated by the example below of within-

group matching among software firms versus 2-sided matching between software and

communication firms).

Figure 4.1: Example of a 2-Sided and Within-Group Matching Market
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5

The Interplay Among Alliance Value Creation,
Partner Value Capture, and the Technological

Characteristics of Firms

The longstanding alliance literature acknowledges that collaboration networks among

firms confer significant strategic advantages. Alliances have been shown to be in-

strumental in firm survival (Mitchell and Singh, 1996), growth (Powell, Koput, and

Smith-Doerr, 1996), and long-term prosperity (Hagedoorn, 1993; Hamel 1991; Stu-

art, Hoang, and Hybels, 1999). Particularly in high technology sectors, alliances have

become routine strategic initiative, drawing scholars to study the antecedent condi-

tions that lead to formation. Recognizing the important role of firm technological

compositions (Mowery, Oxley and Silverman, 1998) and the distinctive dynamics of

the alliance formation process (Arora, Belenzon, and Patacconi, 2016), two critical

issues exist that the empirical literature has yet to address.

First, while the role of technological overlap on inter-firm collaboration has gained

wide acceptance in the empirical literature on alliance formation (Rothaermel and

Boeker, 2008; Kavusan, Noorderhaven, and Duysters, 2016; etc.), the technologies in

the conceptualizations of overlap may be manifested as either technological interests
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or technological domains with each having different implications for how alliance

value is generated. Technological interests refer to the knowledge base that a firm

possess, which plays a critical role in directing its focal development activities within

a broader technological space where organizations invest their limited time and re-

sources to explore and discover new knowledge that may hold potential value (Ocasio,

1997). On the other hand, technological domains correspond to different product ar-

eas where the firm is present and is a form of resource or capability that enables it

to derive commercial or realized value from its technological development activities

(Penrose, 1959; Barney 1991; Teece, Pisano and Shuen, 1997). These conceptual dis-

tinctions can be clarified with an illustrative example like Apple Computers, which

spent three years developing mobile technologies for its first handset debut in 2007.

During this time, Apple’s technological interests or knowledge of mobile comput-

ing and portable communication directed its focus toward smartphones, resulting

in a reallocation of R&D spending and key personnel away from its own personal

computer division. The inventive outputs from its efforts on the iPhone such as ca-

pacitive touch screens were also used to enhance the commercial value within other

technological domains such as portable music players and laptop computers.

Alliance partner selection needs to consider both the technological interests of

other firms as well as the collective breadth of technological domains across all part-

ners. Aligned or common technological interests of firms create mutual understanding

and facilitate knowledge exchange from similar internal activities of both partners

(Cohen and Levinthal, 1990) while technological domains reflect the diversity of

market channels that become accessible within an alliance (Teece, 1989; Bucklin and

Sengupta, 1993). I study the impact of both technological characteristics on alliance

formation in the software and communications industry. Recognizing that alliances

impose coordination costs and resource commitments that affect the number of part-

nerships each firm can sustain at any point in time (Gulati and Singh, 1998; Arts
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and Brush, 2000; Cummings and Kiesler, 2007), I employ a matching methodology

that accounts for the existence of capacity constrained firms.

In addition to distinguishing between the firm’s technological interests and tech-

nological domain, I also examine how value creation within alliances is affected by

the location of partners’ common interests within the broader technological space.

Specifically, the common interests of two firms may reside in technologies owned by

alliance members or be co-located in technologies that are external to all partners.

A rich literature have highlighted the benefits of external knowledge and the deci-

sions of firms to search for new technology outside their organization (Nelson and

Winter, 2009; March 1991). Indeed, within the high tech setting, firms may poten-

tially realize high commercial value from the technologies owned and developed in

other companies as evidenced by the case of Xerox and the Graphical User Interface

(Chesbrough and Rosenbloom, 2002). Although prior work has suggested firms can

form alliances to learn from outside partner’s technologies (Rosenkopf and Almeida,

2003), recent work have only begun to explore alliances around technologies that are

unfamiliar to both partners (Anand, Oriani, and Vassolo, 2010; Schilling 2015).

A second central issue is that while firms compete with one another for scarce al-

liance partners (Macdonald and Ryall, 2004), potential partners are compared based

on the private value the focal firm can capture within an alliance (Khanna, Gulati,

and Nohria, 1998). Although the firm’s opportunity cost has been directly related to

the bargaining positions of partners in determining private value capture, the out-

side options of a firm within an alliance have been focused on alternative potential

partners (Yan and Gray, 1994; Lavie, 2007; Greve, Mitsuhashi, and Baum, 2013).

This may be reasonable if switching costs were low, but given the nature of incom-

plete contracts (Hart and Moore, 1988), the evolution of learning (Hamel, 1991) and

commitment to relation-specific investments (Williamson, 1979), opportunity costs

must reflect the conditions after an alliance market but prior to the completion of the
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alliance agreement. For two firms with common technological interests that engage

in a collaboration, each partner’s subsequent opportunity cost will correspond to the

value it can realize by itself given its own composition of technological interests and

breadth of technological domains.

I tie together the conceptualizations of technological interest and technological

domains in a model that draws its assumptions from the theory of recombinant

search (Fleming and Sorenson, 2004; Kauffman et al., 2000). Within the model,

firms produce joint knowledge as an increasing function of their common technologi-

cal interests. Once the knowledge is produced (i.e. a higher technological quality has

been reached), its value is realized by applying it to the partners’ breadth of techno-

logical domains. Two principal assumptions concern the relative rates of knowledge

production. Based on the interplay between common technological interests of part-

ners and inter-firm alliance behavior, some features of the technological landscape

can be inferred along with managerial implications. This may be particularly im-

portant for young firms that are unfamiliar with the technological landscape that

they inhabit and can thus learn from observing interactions among more established

players.

To test my predictions while building on the perspective of competing for scarce

partners in an alliance market (Mindruta, Moeen, and Agarwal, 2016), I employ a

new matching model that is more suited to a decentralized alliance formation process.

In addition to accounting for alliance congestion among potential partners, the form

of matching model used also considers the existence of firm outside options over the

duration of an alliance. This is important as alliance contracts tend to be incomplete,

allowing each partner to exercise their outside option and terminate an agreement

when its own value capture from an alliance is unfavorable. This means firms with

higher valued opportunity costs are in better bargaining positions to extract a greater

share of joint value and will thus choose partners that maximize the alliance net value
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or surplus, which is defined as the total value generated within an alliance that is net

of the total value the partners can create without each other. This allows me to also

examine firm individual characteristics such as size, which may relate to the value

of each partner’s opportunity costs and affect its share of value captured within an

alliance, a topic of recent interest (Diestre and Rajagopalan, 2012).

Utilizing the matching model, I examine alliance formation among software and

communication firms over the period 1990-2005, which experienced the growth of

the home computing industry, increasing mobile phone usage, and most importantly

the shock of the internet. This generated substantial alliance activity within a fixed

industry setting where firms were partnering to work on each other’s technologies

as well as to jointly explore an uncharted general purpose technology that was the

world wide web. I find that alliance surplus is positively affected by firms that have

common technological interest and high technological breadth, conforming to the

theoretical predictions. Moreover, external common interests generate more value

than internal common interests. Lastly, relatively large firms extract a greater share

of the total value generated within an alliance.

This work contributes to three streams of literature. First, it contributes to the

alliance literature by examining the antecedents of formation, taking care to distin-

guish between the key technological traits of firms that were hitherto characterized

under the broad umbrella of overlap. It also accounts for firm opportunity costs,

providing an intuitive rationale for why big firms can reap a greater share of alliance

value. Secondly, it contributes to the literature on technology and innovation man-

agement, acknowledging that many commercially valuable ideas may have origins

outside the firm’s boundaries and thus considering the relative alliance value contri-

butions of common technological interests that are external to both partners versus

those that are owned within the alliance. Lastly, it contributes to the literature on

recombinant search by linking the potential of collaborative knowledge production
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with implications for partner selection.

The paper proceeds as follows. The next section describes related literature and

key distinctions that characterize the alliance market while drawing on matching

theory and explaining the differences compared to alternative models (Shapley and

Shubik, 1972). I then proceed to develop the hypotheses related to the role of over-

lapping technological interests and technological breadth on alliance formation. This

is followed by data descriptions that clarify the empirical context. Next, I outline

the methodological approach that is used to test my hypotheses, which directly pre-

cedes an analysis of results. A brief discussion section is given before the concluding

section.

5.1 Alliance Formation

5.1.1 Related Literature

Alliance scholars have studied the determinants of formation from various per-

spectives. One set of studies focuses on the perspective of the focal firm, seeking

to answer the question which partners would the focal firm select? This body of

work examines individual traits such as product development capability (Rothaer-

mel, 2002), status (Stern et al., 2014), or firm-specific uncertainty (Beckman et al.,

2004) as well as pairwise specific characteristics such as technological/market over-

lap (Mowery et al., 1998; Dushnitsky and Shaver, 2009; Diestre and Rajagopalan,

2012), geographic proximity (Alcacer et al., 2009) and reputational similarity (Li and

Rowley, 2002; Hallen, 2008). Another set of work uses the perspective of the dyadic

pair, focusing on the question of which paired firms are likely to form alliances? and

investigating factors such as resource similarity (Rothaermel and Boeker, 2008) and

network positions (Ahuja et al., 2009). Both sets of work assume that decisions to

form alliances with all the potential partners in a choice set are independent of one

another. However, if some firms are at capacity given their commitment to current
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alliance partners, then the independence assumption is violated.

To address the existence of capacity constrained firms, an emergent set of work

have begun to examine alliances through the perspective of a two-sided matching

market with transferable utility (Fox, 2010). This framework has been applied to

match alliances of venture capital investors with biotech companies (Fox et al., 2012),

biotech with pharma (Mindruta et al., 2016), and professional athletes with sports

teams (Yang et al., 2009). Rather than consider individual firm-pairs as observations,

the matching model considers two observed alliances among four distinct firms with

two on each side. The counterfactual is constructed by swapping partners among the

four firms so that capacities are not affected. This allows the researcher to recover the

effects of pair-wise characteristics on a latent alliance value without being subjected

to the biases of traditional binary choice models imposed by capacity constrained

firms. Moreover, since the counterfactuals do not increase the original observed

capacities of firms in the data, no information on the capacity limitations of firms in

the market is required for the estimation to be implemented.

A central question arises concerning how the counterfactual pair of alliances would

compare to the observed pair of alliances. Under transferable utility, the equilibrium

maximizes the aggregate value of all alliances formed in the market. If this were

true, then the sum of values of the counterfactual alliance pair would be less than

the sum of values of the observed alliance pair. Such a framework would fit well

within centralized settings such as the planning of hospital matches between medical

interns and residency programs or kidney donors and patients (Roth and Sotomayor,

1992; Abdulkadiroglu and Snmez, 2013). On the other hand, if we assume that

matches within an alliance market materializes through a decentralized process (i.e.

greedy algorithm), whereby highest valued alliances form in sequential order given

the feasible space of matches at each stage, then the comparison of sums no longer

characterizes the resulting equilibrium.
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Transferable utility also implies that firm individual characteristics do not change

the equilibrium sorting of alliances since its contribution value in one alliance or

another does not affect the aggregate sum of all realized alliance values. However,

identification of individual characteristics matter when considering private value cap-

ture within alliances since they may correspond to the availability of outside options

after the formation of an alliance but prior to its completion. This is important be-

cause the value of each partner’s opportunity costs determine its relative bargaining

position concerning how the joint alliance value is divided. Firms in the alliance

formation stage would anticipate this outcome and factor it into its decision process

when selecting partners.

Lastly, a two-sided market approach would severely limit the set of alliances that

are analyzed. Although many contextual cases conform well to a two-sided approach,

the literature has yet to examine a within group matching of alliances. Given the

trending phenomena of increasing intra-industry alliances relative to inter-industry

alliances in high tech markets such as software and biotech, a matching design needs

to be adapted to a within-group setting.

5.1.2 A Proposed Matching Market Perspective of Alliances

Matching models solve the problem of finding suitable assignments among par-

ticipants in markets where agents compete for a limited supply of partners (Roth

and Sotomayor, 1992). Oftentimes, the process of matching is invisible to the out-

sider (Stovel and Fountain, 2009), but the final configurations of pairings is observed.

Therefore, to properly analyze an alliance market requires a theoretical formulation

of sensible firm preferences and rules that govern the matching process under which

an equilibrium outcome may emerge. The equilibrium outcome would then exhibit

properties that reflect the underlying matching process.

I formulate the matching model as follows. For any two firms A and B, let VAB
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designate the joint value from an alliance and vA, vB respectively denote the oppor-

tunity costs of each partner after the formation stage but prior to its completion.

Each party may terminate the alliance and capture its respective outside option value

at any time prior to completing the agreement. Over the course of an alliance, the

values vA, vB may be referred to as rival benefits since they can only be obtained for

each firm by prematurely breaking off the alliance (Arora, Belenzon and Patacconi,

2016).

Given that vA, vB can be captured by each respective firm without completing the

alliance, the value that remains to be divided up between the partners upon alliance

completion is the surplus πAB, which is:

πAB � VAB � vA � vB

From Nash Bargaining, 1
2

is used to divide up the total surplus between partners.

Therefore, from the total alliance joint value VAB, each firm captures a private value

that is equal to:

πAAB �
1

2
pVAB � vA � vBq � vA

πBAB �
1

2
pVAB � vA � vBq � vB

The first term represents the added value that the firm gains from completing

the alliance. This is obtained by differencing out each firm’s rival benefit from the

total joint value and applying Nash Bargaining, leaving us with each firm’s share

of the surplus πAB that it captures. The second term is each firm’s rival benefit,

which can be captured regardless of the outcome and therefore is not subjected to

negotiation. When rival benefits are positive, partners face opportunity costs of

staying in the alliance; this may reflect a variety of circumstances where firms have

more than one way of reaching their business objectives (Capron and Mitchell, 2012).

To be incentivized to fulfill the alliance agreement, each firm would need to capture
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at a minimum its opportunity cost and under Nash bargaining, would divide up the

remaining surplus by 1
2
.

Now suppose we have three firms A, B, and C. From firm A’s perspective, the

decision to form an alliance with either B or C depends on its private value from the

potential alliances: πAAB, π
A
AC . When firms are unconstrained, these decisions may be

treated independently (i.e. πAAB
¡
  0, πAAC

¡
  0). If firm A is constrained to select one

partner, then its decision depends on the relative differences between the two private

values, leading to a comparison of the match surpluses: πAB ¡
  πAC .

Under this theoretical setup, if we observe two disjoint alliances with firms (A,B)

in alliance 1 and firms (C,D) in alliance 2, a counterfactual alliance such as (A,C)

will not form if either such an alliance is unprofitable (πAC   0) or a constrained

firm (either A or C) obtained higher value from their observed partner (πAAB ¡

πAAC or πCCD ¡ πCAC). Since it is necessary for the observed alliances to have positive

value (πAAB ¡ 0 and πCCD ¡ 0), this leads to the following proposition.1

Proposition 1. Given firms A, B, C, D with observed alliances between (A,B) and

(C,D) but no observed alliance between (A,C), then either:

πAAB ¡ πAAC or πCCD ¡ πCAC

An alternative way of writing this condition is that the maximum of the surpluses

between the two observed alliances must be greater than the counterfactual alliance.

maxtπAB, πCDu ¡ πAC

Since this is true for any counterfactual alliance that can be constructed from two ob-

served alliances, we can formulate a proposition that compares two observed alliances

with their corresponding pair of counterfactuals obtained by switching partners.

1 The formal proofs of the propositions are provided in the Appendix.
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Proposition 2. Given firms A, B, C, D with observed alliances between (A,B) and

(C,D) but no other observed alliances among them, two conditions must be true:

1. maxtπAB, πCDu ¡ maxtπAC , πBDu

2. maxtπAB, πCDu ¡ maxtπAD, πBCu

Note that this is different from alternative matching models that embed availabil-

ity of outside partners into the firm’s opportunity cost (Andersson, Gudmundsson,

Talman, and Yang, 2013) or assume transferrable utility (Fox, 2010; Mindruta et al.

2016). One important empirical implication is that since firms maximize their own

value capture across potential partners rather than the sum value of all alliances in

the market, the partner’s individual characteristics play an important role in deter-

mining the equilibrium outcome. Firms seek to select partners that generate a high

joint value while avoiding those that would capture a large proportion of the value

for themselves. I use these conditions as estimation criteria and formulate an exten-

sion of the methodology developed in the preceding chapter to estimate the effects of

overlapping technological interests and technological breadth on alliance formation.

5.2 Value Creation and Appropriation Within Alliances

Building off the previous section, alliances are worthwhile arrangements between

two firms if their collaborative efforts can generate greater value than the sum of

values that each partner can achieve on their own. A meaningful analysis of the

added value from collaboration (i.e. alliance surplus) must account for both the

relative benefits and deficiencies of alliance formation. On one hand, alliances enable

partners to:

1. Share and exploit each other’s knowledge for technological development (Zahra

and George, 2002; Arora et al, 2016)
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2. Expand the commercialization of technologies to new markets (Bucklin and

Sengupta, 1993)

On the other hand, alliances require the establishment of communication channels

to divide tasks across organizations and coordinate ongoing activities (Gulati and

Singh, 1998). This implies that the tasks of technological development and com-

mercialization can not only be carried out more efficiently within the firm where

communication channels and coordination mechanisms already exist but that orga-

nizational resources from coordination cost savings can be redeployed to new internal

projects.

I formalize these ideas in a model that furnishes a set of hypotheses relating

the concepts of technological interests, technological domains, and firm size with

alliance value surplus. Common technological interests between partners indicate

the existence of overlapping knowledge bases that enable firms to learn from each

other’s technological development under an alliance (Cohen and Levinthal, 1990).

Technological domains represent the number of markets that a firm’s technology can

be commercialized. Thus, non-overlapping technological domains between partners

reflect the potential of spreading technologies co-developed within an alliance to new

product areas. Figure 1 provides diagrams that illustrate the concepts of Firm Tech-

nological Interests, Common Technological Interests of Partners, and Technological

Domains. Lastly, firm size is conceptualized as the size of each partner’s customer

base, which corresponds positively to the value of new internal projects that each

partner can capture by forgoing alliance formation.

To characterize the process of technological development, I follow the literature on

recombinant search, in which the term recombinant refers to the idea that invention

or the creation of new technologies is most often the result of novel re-combinations

or reconfigurations of basic sub-components (Penrose, 1959; Henderson and Clark,
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Figure 5.1: An Illustration of Firm Technological Interests, Common (Internal and
External) Interests of Partners, and Technological Domains

1990; Fleming and Sorenson, 2004; Nelson and Winter, 2009). Through the process

of search over a technological landscape, firms can discover the quality or value of

different combinations that were initially unknown (Kauffman et al., 2000). Here,

the developed hypotheses from the model will provide insight on how features of the

technological landscape will correspond to certain relationships between the compo-

sition of common technological interests and alliance surplus value.

5.2.1 Model Setup

Let the market presence of firm A be represented by a vector βA:

βA � pβ1
A, β

2
A, ..., β

M
A q where
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βiA �

#
1, if firm A is present in Market i

0, if firm A is not present in Market i

Also let the quality of firm A’s technology be given by the function θpωAq, where

the input ωA is a configuration that summarizes firm A’s position on a technological

landscape:

ωA � pω1
A, ω

2
A, ..., ω

N
A q

with each element ωiA having S possible states. The idea is that the firm is unaware

of the values of other possible and unexplored positions on the landscape. Firm A

will thus conduct an experiment to see if it can improve its technological position

by changing the state of an element within its current configuration. Let ω1
A denote

the experimental configuration from a walk on the technological landscape:

ω1
A � pω11A , ω

12
A , ..., ω

1N
A q such that

ω1jA � ωjA for some j P t1, 2, ..., Nu and ω1iA � ωiA for all i � j

If firm A improves its technological position (i.e. θpω1
Aq ¡ θpωAq), it adopts the new

technological configuration. Otherwise, it remains in its current state.

Let the same corresponding terms be defined for firm B. The market overlap

between both firms is given by a dot product:

OpβA, βBq � βA � βB

While the number of Non-Overlapping Markets for each firm is given by the difference

between the L1-norm and dot product:

Non-overlapping Markets for Firm A: NOpβA, βBq � ||βA||1 � βA � βB

Non-overlapping Markets for Firm B: NOpβB, βAq � ||βB||1 � βB � βA
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If firm A and firm B independently conduct experiments on the technological

landscape, their realized values are given by:

λA � pmaxtθpω1
Aq, θpωAquqpNOpβA, βBq

� 1rmaxtθpω1
Aq, θpωAqu ¡ maxtθpω1

Bq, θpωBqusOpβA, βBqq

λB � pmaxtθpω1
Bq, θpωBquqpNOpβB, βAq

� 1rmaxtθpω1
Aq, θpωAqu   maxtθpω1

Bq, θpωBqusOpβA, βBqq

The above equation states that each firm’s value is a product of its technological

quality (post-experiment) and the number of markets where it has dominant pres-

ence. The number of markets where the firm has dominant presence is equal to the

sum of its non-overlapping markets and the overlapping markets where the focal firm

has superior technology, allowing it to outcompete the opposing firm.

Both firms can observe each other’s current technological positions, but do not

observe the corresponding value (quality) of those positions nor each other’s exper-

imental configurations, which is information that external firms are generally not

privy to access. On the other hand, when an alliance is formed, everything is ob-

served. The joint value is thus given by the product of what both firms learn from

observing each other’s qualities Lp�q, and the combined market presence of both

firms:

VAB � LpωA,ω
1
A,ωB,ω

1
BqrNOpβB, βAq �NOpβA, βBq � ρOpβA, βBqs

In overlapping markets, the value will be less due to competition between firms with

same quality technologies p0   ρ   1q.

5.2.2 Coupled Versus Modular Technological Components

Technologies are modular when each component’s contribution to quality is inde-

pendent of all other components. In this case, the technological value function θ can
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be written as a sum of N independent functions:

θpωq � θ1pω
1q � θ2pω

2q � ...� θNpω
Nq

This means that firms can systematically reach the global optimum on the landscape

by searching for the optimum of each component separately. The modular property

of technologies would consequently favor a search strategy of experimenting with one

component at a time within a given technological configuration to learn its individual

effect on overall quality.

On the other hand, technologies are coupled when each component’s contribution

to quality is dependent on the configuration states of all other components. This

implies that the only way for firms to be sure that a global optimum is reached is by

having experimented with all other possible configurations.

Example. Consider a technological landscape defined by two elements ω � pω1, ω2q

with each element taking on two potential values ωi P t1, 2u An example of a value

function θpωq when the landscape is modular versus coupled is given below:

θpωq Modular Coupled
ω � p1, 1q 0 5
ω � p1, 2q 3 2
ω � p2, 1q 4 15
ω � p2, 2q 7 1

Assuming the firm starts off in position ω � p1, 1q, then discovering the values of

ω � p1, 2q and ω � p2, 1q allows the firm to infer the value of ω � p2, 2q on a modular

landscape. This is not the case when components are coupled; prior experience does

not provide any information on unexplored configurations.

In the case of coupled technological components, the learning of partners from

observing each other’s qualities would simply be the highest value:

LpωA,ω
1
A,ωB,ω

1
Bq �MaxtθpωAq, θpω

1
Aq, θpωBq, θpω

1
Bqu
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Thus, the only motive for firms to ally is to access wider markets by diffusing a

superior technology that otherwise the technologically inferior firm would not have

obtained for its non-overlapping markets. I will refer to this benefit from collabora-

tion as Technological Diffusion.

When technologies are modular, we observe an additional positive relationship

between the knowledge base of partners and alliance formation. As the knowledge

bases of partners become more common, a greater number of components in their

current technological position are likely to be identically configured since their place-

ments ωA,ωB within the broader landscape represent the states of their accumulated

knowledge. Therefore, by observing the results of each other’s experimentation on

the landscape, there is greater potential of observing the effect from adjusting two

different components that were both in the same initial setting. When both compo-

nent adjustments have positive effect on quality, we get a case where:

LpωA,ω
1
A,ωB,ω

1
Bq ¡MaxtθpωAq, θpω

1
Aq, θpωBq, θpω

1
Bqu

This is because when both components are revealed to improve the initial state, each

firm can apply the results from their partner in addition to benefiting from their own

experimentation on the landscape. I will refer to the expected added benefit from

the possibility of mutual learning as Potential Complementarities. This leads to

the first set of hypotheses.2

Hypothesis 5.1 [H5.1]:

A. If Technological components are coupled, there is no relationship between

common technological interests and alliance surplus value.

B. If Technological components are modular, greater common technological

interests is positively related to higher alliance surplus value.

2 Hypotheses 5.1-5.4 have formal propositions based on the model. The appendix provides corre-
sponding propositions (respectively Prop. 3-6) along with their proofs.
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5.2.3 Technological Exhaustion and Prospect of Outside Opportunities

It has been argued that firms are inclined to engage in local search due to famil-

iarity and likelihood of finding incremental improvements (Cyert and March, 1963;

Dosi, 1988). However, local search can lead to traps where the prospect of greater

advances from distant regions elude the firm. From the perspective of technological

landscapes, we can designate disjoint sets of components as local SL and distant SD.

The expected improvement from experimenting with local versus distant components

is given by the following:

Ermaxtθpω1q, θpωqu � θpωq | j P SLs

� PLpθpω
1q ¡ θpωqq � ELrθpω

1q � θpωq | θpω1q ¡ θpωqs

Ermaxtθpω1q, θpωqu � θpωq | j P SDs

� PDpθpω
1q ¡ θpωqq � EDrθpω

1q � θpωq | θpω1q ¡ θpωqs

The literature assumes that:

PLpθpω
1q ¡ θpωqq ¡ PDpθpω

1q ¡ θpωqq

However, as the potential for improvement of familiar local (modular) components

approach exhaustion, firms may begin to search distant external components. This

occurs when:

EDrθpω
1q � θpωq | θpω1q ¡ θpωqs

ELrθpω1q � θpωq | θpω1q ¡ θpωqs
¡
PLpθpω

1q ¡ θpωqq

PDpθpω1q ¡ θpωqq

The analogue for this result when applied to common technological interests be-

tween firms would suggest that when potential complementarities for common exter-

nal technological components relative to common internal technological components

are great enough, the effect of common external technological interests on alliance

formation is higher than common internal technological interests. This can occur
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when either the firm has exhausted technological improvements from repeated local

search of familiar components or from the emergence of new components , bringing

new opportunities to light for both potential partners.

Hypothesis 5.2 [H5.2]:

A. Given modular components, if potential complementarities from common

external interests relative to common internal interests are high, common exter-

nal interests affects alliance surplus value more positively than common internal

interests.

B. Given modular components, if potential complementarities from common

external interests relative to common internal interests are low, common exter-

nal interests affects alliance surplus value less positively than common internal

interests.

5.2.4 Trade-offs from Overlapping Technologies

It’s reasonable to consider that as two firms become identical to each other in all

technological components or knowledge base, their markets will tend to converge as

well. Defining the technological interest overlap between two firms on the landscape

as the following:

OverlappωA,ωBq � 1 � TechDistpωA,ωBq � 1 �
1

N

Ņ

i�1

1rωiA � ωiBs

If we assume that:

OverlappωA,ωBq Ñ 1 as
OpβA, βBq

NOpβA, βBq �NOpβB, βAq �OpβA, βBq
Ñ 1

Then we obtain a relationship that says alliance surplus value is quadratic and may

even have an inverted U-relationship with technological overlap. While the value
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from potential complementarities increases with greater technological overlap, higher

market overlap between firms means that the positive firm benefits from technolog-

ical diffusion approaches zero and is replaced by the negative effects of competition

between partners in more overlapping markets. Depending on the intensity of com-

petition (as captured by ρ), the existence of an inverted U effect and its curvature

may vary. In summary, this suggests a third empirical hypothesis:

Hypothesis 5.3 [H5.3]: All else equal, more non-overlapping technological do-

mains of partners is positively related to alliance surplus value.

5.2.5 Firm Size and Joint Value Appropriation

Firm size has started to generate considerable attention as recent studies have

noted the tendency of large companies to extract a greater share of value from part-

nering with smaller firms due to resource misappropriation (Katila et al, 2008; Li et

al, 2008; Diestre et al, 2012) or abundance of outside partners (Mason and Drake-

man, 2014). Here, I provide an alternative rationale for why larger firms can capture

a greater share of the total joint value generated within an alliance by linking size of

the firm’s customer base to the concept of coordination costs.

Alliance coordination costs can be substantial since collaborations involve the

decomposition of tasks across firm boundaries, the complexities of which require

active inter-firm communication and decision making. This is compounded by the

firm’s need to put systems in place that restrict the spillover of information stemming

from its non-alliance activities. Such costs can be saved and invested in new internal

projects when the firm decides to develop and commercialize technologies by itself.

To account for this feature in the model, the private rival benefits of each partner

will include an additional component, the Value of New Interests (VONI), which

summarize the firm’s value of new internal projects that arise from alliance coordi-
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nation cost savings. Moreover, the value of the firm’s new interests will depend on

its size s:

vA � λA � V ONIpsAq

vB � λB � V ONIpsBq

The economics of innovation literature has noted that firm size may be associated

with the value that companies can capture from R&D projects. Large firms not

only have more project options due to enhanced ability to absorb risk as classic

Schumpeterian perspective has proclaimed, but they may also realize greater value

from the same projects compared to relatively smaller firms. Similar to the idea of

cost spreading (Cohen and Klepper, 1996), large firms can generate higher revenues

from access to broader customer bases. This leads to the assumption that the value

of new interests for each partner increases with respect to its own size.

dV ONI

ds
¡ 0 for each firm

Given incomplete contracts of alliances (Hart and Moore, 1988), partners with

higher opportunity costs are better positioned to negotiate a greater share of the joint

alliance value. Since relatively large firms have more valuable outside options arising

from new internal projects, such partners would command a greater share of the

value generated within an alliance. From the model, a straightforward implication

is that firm size would correspond to higher private rival benefit of partners, thus

reducing joint alliance surplus.

Hypothesis 5.4 [H5.4]: All else equal, firm size of partners is negatively related

to alliance surplus value.
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5.3 Empirical Setting

5.3.1 Sample

The study is conducted in the specialized setting of an alliance market among

software and communication firms from 1990 to 2005. Alliances were pulled from

the SDC Platinum database with primary SIC classifications that correspond to

Software (7372) and various forms of Communication Technology (3661, 3663, 3669,

4812, 4813, 4822, 4899). After eliminating pure licensing agreements and confining

the set to dyads that consisted of at least 1 US partner to partially control for

differences in US patenting activity between US and non-US firms, the final sample

consisted of 180 alliances. The nationalities of non-US partner firms is shown in

Figure 2, which make up only 21% of the sample.

Figure 5.2: Nationality of the U.S. Firm’s Alliance Partners (180 Total Alliances)

Alliances consisted of 103 software alliances, 26 communication alliances and

53 cross-industry alliances. The activities among alliances vary widely and include

R&D, manufacturing, marketing, joint ventures, and supplier agreements. R&D and

Marketing comprise the largest categories with each making up around 25%.
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Two events during the sample period were of critical importance. First, the

advent of the internet reached 3% market penetration in 1993 and was increasing

exponentially onward (Rogers 1995), with numerous studies having identified this

growth as a major technology shock (e.g. Alexopoulos, 2011). This is reflected in a

spike of overall technology alliance activity as can be confirmed across multiple data

sources (Schilling, 2015). The most pronounced effect can be seen in alliances among

software firms, an industry that was also simultaneously propelled by the growth of

the home and personal computing markets (Figure 3).

Figure 5.3: Alliances Among Software and ICT Firms, 1990-2005

The creation of business opportunities brought on by the internet was not con-

fined to only software firms as more moderate jumps in inter-industry alliance ac-
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tivity between software and communication firms is also observed. A second event

occurred in a series of court cases between 1994 and 1995 that greatly strengthened

intellectual property rights of software patents beginning in 1996 (Cockburn, 2011).

This provided greater validity for the measures that were used to characterize the

technological specializations of firms.

Firm patent information was initially matched using the NBER’s Patent Data

Project and checked manually to account for subsidiaries and ensure completeness of

coverage. Characteristics of patents was then obtained from PATSTAT, while firm

characteristics such as sales, employees and R&D were provided by Compustat and

supplemented by Corptech for missing years.

5.3.2 Variables

Overlap in technological interests was measured using citation data on company

patents. For a given alliance in year t, citations were only considered for patents up

to year t-1 so that the overlap preceded alliance formation. Following the traditional

conceptualizations of technological overlap in the literature (Mowery et al, 1996;

Stuart and Podolny, 1996), I employ cross citation rates and common citation rates.

The cross citation rate between Firm i and Firm j is given by:

Cross� Citation RatepFirmi, F irmjq

� Citation RatepFirmi, F irmjq � Citation RatepFirmj, F irmiq

where Citation RatepFirmi, F irmjq

�
Citations to Firm j’s patents in Firm i’s patents

Total Citations in Firm i’s patents

The cross-citation rate measures the relative importance of Firm j’s patents rel-

ative to Firm i’s technology portfolio and vice versa. An alternative form of techno-

logical overlap is given by the common citation rate and defined as follows:

Common Citation RatepFirmi, F irmjq
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�
Citations in Firm i’s patents to patents cited by Firm j’s patents

Total Citations in Firm i’s patents

�
Citations in Firm j’s patents to patents cited by Firm i’s patents

Total Citations in Firm j’s patents

The common citation rate measures the extent to which two firms draw on the

same knowledge pools. Since these knowledge pools are comprised of prior technolo-

gies which may or may not reside in the patent portfolios of partner firms, I define

two additional forms of technological overlap in the following way.

External Citation RatepFirmi, F irmjq

�
Citations in Firm i’s patents to external patents cited by Firm j’s patents

Total Citations in Firm i’s patents

�
Citations in Firm j’s patents to external patents cited by Firm i’s patents

Total Citations in Firm j’s patents

Internal Citation RatepFirmi, F irmjq

�
Citations in Firm i’s patents to internal patents cited by Firm j’s patents

Total Citations in Firm i’s patents

�
Citations in Firm j’s patents to internal patents cited by Firm i’s patents

Total Citations in Firm j’s patents

External patents refer to those that are neither owned by Firm i nor Firm j and

therefore represent common interests on technologies that neither firm is directly ex-

tracting value from. This is contrasted with internal patents, which are technologies

that are owned by at least one partner and may potentially represent a source of

market rents to the owner. A key difference is that while both Common Internal and

Common External citations indicate overlapping interests in technological areas, if

the overlap is centered on technologies that are internal to one of the partners, the

owner may have greater knowledge of how to utilize the technology in the absence

of an alliance, reducing its reliance on outside firms to add value.
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I measure technological breadth as the number of distinct International Patent

Classification (IPC) categories under which the firm’s patents are organized. IPC

categories represent distinct technological domains where the firm is present and often

maps well into areas of product application3 (Stembridge, 1998). Since this study

has a focused industry context, I use the most detailed IPC level (Sub Group). As

shown by descriptive statistics (Table 1), this has a range from 0 to 3770, providing

adequate granularity for my construct.

Table 5.1: Descriptive Statistics
Variable Measure Mean SD Min Max

Alliance (Dependent Variable) Alliance Announcement 0.067 0.25 0 1
Common Technological Domains # Common IPC Subgroups 13.965 61.6 0 837
Common Technological Interests Cross Citation Rate 0.008 0.035 0 1
Common Technological Interests Common Citation Rate 0.028 0.077 0 0.9
Common External Interests Common External Citation Rate 0.024 0.061 0 0.8
Common Internal Interests Common Internal Citation Rate 0.005 0.025 0 0.9
Proportion of External Interests External Cite / Common Cite 0.307 0.439 0 1
Same Industry Control Same 2-Digit SIC 0.499 0.5 0 1
Technological Domains # of IPC Subgroups 397.415 679.449 0 3770
Firm Size Annual Net Sales (Millions USD) 24,251 31,434.6 2.2 185,504
Alliance Experience # of Previous Alliances 7.205 9.301 0 71

Number of Dyadic Obs: 2781

Note:
1. IPC: International Patent Classification
2. SIC: Standard Industrial Classification

As control variables, I also construct the number of previous alliances for each

firm-year observation as well as the number of overlapping IPC classes between po-

tential partners. Table 2 presents the correlation matrix for all variables. Given the

high correlation between common external and common internal citation rate along

with the need to conceptually distinguish between them, I construct an alternative

measure as the proportion of common citations that are external to both partners.

3 An alternative system is the United States Patent Classification (USPC). In 1971, the United
States Patent Office (USPTO) remarked the differences between USPC and IPC by stating: It
is well recognized that the two systems are conceptually different; the U.S. system being based
primarily on structure and function while the International Classification is primarily industry and
profession oriented.
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Table 5.2: Variable Correlation Matrix
Measure (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11)
(1) Alliance (DV) 1
(2) Common IPC Subgroups 0.034 1
(3) Cross Citation Rate 0.076 0.187 1
(4) Common Citation Rate 0.098 0.254 0.808 1
(5) Common External Citation Rate 0.105 0.245 0.635 0.961 1
(6) Common Internal Citation Rate 0.047 0.187 0.938 0.738 0.522 1
(7) External Cite / Common Cite 0.105 0.255 0.216 0.442 0.492 0.162 1
(8) Same 2-Digit SIC 0.077 -0.074 0.149 0.150 0.138 0.125 -0.068 1
(9) # of IPC Subgroups 0.093 0.513 0.513 0.603 0.583 0.434 0.426 -0.068 1
(10) Annual Net Sales 0.070 0.326 0.381 0.424 0.406 0.318 0.255 -0.216 0.668 1
(11) # of Previous Alliances 0.089 0.425 0.435 0.556 0.551 0.370 0.462 0.097 0.690 0.551 1

Note:
1. IPC: International Patent Classification
2. SIC: Standard Industrial Classification

5.4 Methodology

To test hypothesis 1 and demonstrate methodological differences between binary

choice and chosen matching estimator, my first set of specifications estimate the

parameters to the following latent value function:

πi,j � β0CommIPCi,j � β1CommInteresti,j � β2CommInterest
2
i,j � εi,j

Where πi,j is the match surplus generated from an alliance between Firm i and Firm

j as defined previously and CommInteresti,j is measured through citation-rate con-

struction. Like prior work (Yang, Shi, and Goldfarb, 2009), I estimate these param-

eters using maximum score (Manski, 1985). This has two principle benefits. First,

the estimation relaxes the assumption on the specific distribution of the stochastic

term εi,j which Bayesian techniques require (e.g. Sorensen, 2007) and may bias all

parameters if the restrictive assumption does not hold. Secondly, the score estima-

tion greatly reduces the curse of dimensionality, relieving the computational burden

of evaluating a series of numerical integrals at each iteration.

However, unlike prior matching frameworks designed for contexts with central

planning (Fox, 2010), I modify a Non-Transferrable Utility (NTU) matching esti-

mator, which is more suitable for markets where decentralized agents form matches

among themselves. The NTU matching estimation is aptly applied to alliance mar-
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kets under Nash Bargaining, resulting in a fixed sharing rule governing the division

of the surplus value generated between partners. This means that proposition 2 pro-

vides an estimation property to recover marginal effects on alliance surplus value.

Applying this property to the set of all possible observations involving two disjoint

alliances among 4 distinct firms, the estimator finds the parameter values that max-

imizes the number of criteria satisfied. Additionally, since the alliance market does

not necessarily adhere to a two-sided separation of firms, I accommodate this by

constructing two counterfactual sets of alliances for each alliance-pair observation,

increasing the number of criteria and adding efficiency to the estimation.

To find the optimal values, I implemented a genetic evolution algorithm that is

more suitable for optimization problems involving non-differentiable functions. The

algorithm is particularly useful since it provides a random scatter of starting points

that co-evolve over time with the highest (or lowest) point becoming a candidate esti-

mate. The genetic evolution algorithm is reinforced using a pattern search algorithm

to make sure that improvements cannot be obtained from neighboring points. Since

we can never be certain that the starting point leading to the true global optimal

value is covered, I iterated this procedure 20-100 times depending on the compu-

tational time of each iteration, which largely depended on the number of variables

in the estimation. After obtaining estimates, hypothesis testing is then performed

using the sub-sampling procedure outlined in Romano and Shaikh (2010).

For comparison to prior methods, I also construct a random sample from the set

of all dyadic pairs among firms with at least 1 observed alliance to estimate the pa-

rameters using a binary logit. The random sample is constructed by taking the set of

all alliances and matching a random counterfactual dyad to each. The counterfactual

dyad must have the same year and be the same alliance type (i.e. software-software,

software-communication, or communication-communication). Drawing pairs from

the set of dyadic observations has the advantage of pairing firms known to be active
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in the alliance market while matching on alliance type resolves an earlier issue of

pairing firms in unrelated industries with low citation rates for reasons irrelevant to

collaboration or non-collaboration (Mowery et al., 1998).

After comparing the baseline matching model with the binary logit, I test hy-

potheses 2-4 by estimating the full model based on the following specification:

πi,j � β0CommIPCi,j � β1CommInteresti,j � β2Proportion ExternalInteresti,j

� β3pnumIPCi � numIPCjq � β4pSizei � Sizejq

� β5pPrevAlliancesi � PrevAlliancesjq � εi,j

Where Proportion ExternalInteresti,j is the proportion of the common pool of

technological interests that neither partner owns. numIPCi is the number of IPC

Subgroups that Firm i has presence and is measured by a 4-year moving window

ending in the year prior to the alliance, which is long enough to attenuate fluctuations

and short enough to capture recent and relevant knowledge (Diestre at al. 2012;

Rothaermel et al., 2008). Firm size is measured by net sales and PrevAlliances

controls for alliance experience, measured by the number of prior alliances for each

firm since the beginning of the sample.

In addition, I also control for alliance type by further refining the matching es-

timation to use a more focused selection of criteria in the following way. For two

observed intra-industry firm alliances (e.g. software-software) that involve disjoint

pairs of firms, I include all the criteria in the score estimator if both alliances are

within the same industry. Alternatively, for two observed inter-industry firm al-

liances (i.e. software-communications) that involve disjoint pairs of firms, I only

consider the criteria for the counterfactual set that maintains the alliance types.

All other criteria are excluded. This has the benefit of constructing more realistic

counterfactual alliance pairs for comparison while demonstrating the flexibility of the

matching methodology. Since the distinction between software and communication
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firms is based on the 2-digit SIC classification, I refer to this modified estimation as

SIC-Adjusted Matching.

5.5 Results

Table 3 presents results for the baseline model of alliance formation using differ-

ent measurements for overlapping technological interests. We see that the matching

model estimates support hypothesis 1 across all 4 measures of overlapping technolog-

ical interests. When compared with the binary choice model, the matching estimates

only exhibit a statistically significant positive linear effect across all forms of com-

mon technological interest whereas the binary logit suggests a curvilinear effect in

the form of an inverted U. To reconcile the findings, I examine the reasoning behind

the significant negative coefficient of the quadratic term under a binary logit. I also

develop insight on why a logit model may produce a biased negative estimate in the

absence of a true negative effect and how the matching model corrects for it.

A fundamental difference between the two methodological approaches concerns

the type of counterfactuals that are being compared to the observed outcomes. The

matching model treats counterfactuals as a pair of alliance outcomes across a space

of 4 dyads so that when counterfactual pairings are constructed, none of the firms ex-

ceed their original observed capacity. This is convenient since it allows the method to

accommodate conditions when capacity constrained firms are present, which often-

times is unknown to the researcher. On the other hand, binary logit models assume

that all firms are unconstrained. If this condition is true, then an alliance between

each firm pair can be treated as an independent decision provided both partners

agree on the choice to collaborate.

Table 4 shows the proportion of alliances within each citation quantile. We see

that this proportion goes up with the level of citations, before declining at the highest

quantiles. From the binary logit models, this means a curvilinear effect of common
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Table 5.3: Overlap In Technological Interests And Alliance Formation
Specification (1) (2) (3) (4)
Tech Interest Measure: Cross Citations Common Citations External Com. Citations Internal Com. Citations
Binary Logit:

Common Tech. Domains -2.632 -3.003 -1.891 -2.708
(4.230) (4.140) (4.082) (4.335)

Common Tech. Interests (H1 +) 27.344** 10.825** 10.307** 43.714**
(9.531) (3.429) (3.813) (16.265)

Common Tech. Interests2 -142.884** -22.981** -22.05* -395.197**
(54.654) (9.027) (12.038) (155.595)

Constant -0.112 -0.197 -0.194 -0.074
(0.115) (0.121) (0.122) (0.114)

Matching Estimation:

Common Tech. Domains 1 1 1 1**

Common Tech. Interests (H1 +) 92.43** 437.487** 1080.262** 4999.788**

Common Tech. Interests2 -817.775 -1220.053 -6064.253 -54765.914

Obs (# of Alliances) 180 180 180 180

** p <0.05, * p <0.1
For Binary Logit, Statistical Inference Based on Two-Tailed Test with Standard Errors Given in Parenthesis.
For Matching Model Estimation, Statistical Inference Based on Sub-Sampling.
Notes:
1. Matching estimator uses maximum score, requiring a normalization coefficient (set to coefficient on common tech. domains)
2. Hypothesis testing on matching model normalization coefficient is based on null H0: β   0; all other coefficients are based
on null H0: β � 0

technological interests on alliance formation. If all firms were unconstrained, then

observing lower proportions of alliance formation at the high end implies that a

mid-level of overlapping technological interests is most favorable.

On the other hand, if firms were constrained and the alliances we observe reflect

the maximum number of alliances that each firm can sustain, then it’s possible

we may see lower proportions of alliance formation at high levels of overlap even

if only a positive effect is present. Under the present matching framework used,

the equilibrium of alliances is generated by pairing up the alliances in sequence of

highest value until capacities of each firm are reached. If this is the case, then the

high proportions of non-allied firms at the highest levels of overlap are symptomatic

of alliances that could not have been formed due to capacity limitations and thus

should not have been included as an observation under a binary choice model.

To test for this possibility, I re-examined the dataset of all dyadic pairs and the
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Table 5.4: Relative Proportions of Alliances Across Common Technological Interest
Quantiles

Cross Citations Common Citations External Common Citations Internal Common Citations
Quantiles

1-6/7/8/9 0.4375 0.4095 0.4123 0.4464
(256) (210) (211) (280)

7 0.5714 0.5
(7) (6)

8 0.4516 0.5161
(31) (31)

9 0.5652 0.5806 0.5161
(23) (31) (31)

10 0.7097 0.8065 0.8064 0.7333
(31) (31) (31) (30)

11 0.7419 0.7097 0.6129 0.7419
(31) (31) (31) (31)

12 0.5483 0.5806 0.6774 0.5483
(31) (31) (31) (31)

Number of Obs. in Parenthesis
Notes:
1. Binary choice estimates from table 3 imply inverted U-shaped effect of common tech. interests on alliance formation
2. Estimates from binary choice are partly due to non-monotonic increase in proportion of alliance formations across quantiles

relationship between the alliance pair citation rate and the mean counter-factual

citation rate for each partner firm within the same year and alliance type. If citation

rates were independent and randomly drawn, then the relationship between overlap

of allied firms and counterfactuals should be minimal. However, if high overlap firms

eliminate high overlapping potential alliances due to capacity limitations, then we

should see a positive relationship between the citation rates of allied firm-pairs and

the counterfactuals of the partners. After de-meaning the values of the citation rates,

I ran an OLS (without a constant) to test the strength of the relationship and the

results are shown in Table 5. There is mostly a positive relationship between an

alliance pair’s overlapping interests and the overlap interests of its counterfactuals

across all citation categories. The only insignificant relationship comes from alliances

within the communications industry, which comprises less than 15% of all alliances.

Next, I test hypotheses 2-4 by estimating the full model using the refined SIC-

adjusted matching approach to account for intra-industry and inter-industry alliance

types. Under hypothesis 2, external common interests would increase alliance value

more than internal common interests. Therefore, using common citation rate as a
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Table 5.5: Testing The Relationship Between Common Tech. Interest of Allied Pairs
and Counterfactuals (OLS)

Cross Citations Common Citations External Common Citations Internal Common Citations

All Alliances 0.4299*** 0.5349*** 0.5363*** 0.4387***
(0.0891) (0.0926) (0.1015) (0.0759)

Obs. 369 369 369 369

Software-Software 0.4289*** 0.5257*** 0.5403*** 0.4388***
(0.1026) (0.1112) (0.1192) (0.0906)

Obs. 212 212 212 212

Software-Comm 0.9429*** 0.8402** 0.7645** 0.7952**
(0.2912) (0.3237) (0.3478) (0.3423)

Obs. 105 105 105 105

Comm-Comm -0.2685 0.315 0.1554 0.0641
(0.7960) (0.2945) (0.3035) (0.4459)

Obs. 52 52 52 52

Standard Errors Given in Parenthesis. *** p <0.01, ** p <0.05, * p <0.1 (Based on Two-Tailed Test)
Notes:
1. Binary choice estimates can be biased due to inclusion of invalid counterfactual alliance pairs between capacity
constrained firms
2. Positive relationship between common tech. interest of allied firms and their counterfactuals suggest that the
decrease in proportion of alliances across the highest common tech. interest quantiles (Table 4) is due to inclusion
of such invalid counterfactuals, hence resulting in an implied inverted-U effect from binary choice estimation

measure of general common interest in the baseline model, I add in the proportion

of external common citations to test the second hypothesis. To test hypotheses 3

and 4, I include technological breadth and firm size measures as individual charac-

teristics. A significant positive coefficient on the individual characteristics reflects a

greater potential to add value (i.e. surplus or π) within an alliance as a function of

the partners’ own attributes while a negative coefficient may potentially indicate a

partner’s tendency to lower surplus based on the availability of its outside options.

Table 6 presents the results of the full model, which also includes the binary logit

estimates for comparison. We first note that the SIC-adjusted matching has similar

baseline results, continuing to support hypothesis 1. In the second specification, the

decomposition of overlap in technological interests reveals that most of the value

resides in external common interests, in line with hypothesis 2. Adding in the indi-

vidual characteristics, we see a positive effect of technological breadth and a negative

effect of firm size, conforming to hypotheses 3 and 4. Since all specifications include
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a control for common IPC classes between partners, the individual firm number of

IPC classes is more reflective of each partner’s contribution of its own breadth to the

alliance, which is more reflective of the theory and adds confidence to hypothesis 3.

The negative effect of individual firm size may indicate a lower alliance surplus due

to either lower joint value creation or higher partner value appropriation. I do not

detect size complementarity in alternative specifications, suggesting the latter case

and supporting the theoretical foundations of hypothesis 4.

Table 5.6: Technological Specialization and Alliance Formation (Full Model Results)

Specification: (1) (2) (3)

SIC Adj. Matching (Full Model)

Common Tech. Domains -1 1 -1

Common Tech. Interests (H1 +) 0.45** -22.698 -0.192

Prop. Common External Interests (H2 +) 10.551** 0.063**

Technological Domains (H3 +) 0.748**

Firm Size (H4 -) -0.863**

Alliance Experience 0.031

Binary Logit (Full Model)

Common Tech. Domains 1 -1 -1
(9.029) (2.191) (0.893)

Common Tech. Interests (H1 +) 5.217* 0.228 -0.239
(2.798) (0.724) (0.319)

Prop. Common External Interests (H2 +) 0.52** 0.179**
(0.155) (0.056)

Technological Domains (H3 +) 0.046
(0.134)

Firm Size (H4 -) 0.129
(0.104)

Alliance Experience 0.039
(0.103)

Obs. (# of Alliances) 180 180 180

** p <0.05, * p <0.1

I revisit the binary logit for comparison. Note that while hypotheses 1 and 2
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are also supported, the magnitudes are very different from the matching estimation.

This could be symptomatic of the high variability in the coefficient estimate for the

reference variable of common IPC classes between partners from which all other

coefficients are normalized. A marked difference between the two methods is shown

in the coefficients on individual characteristics. The matching estimation is better

able to detect the effects of firm breadth and size whereas the binary logit does not

find evidence of hypotheses 3 and 4 due to potential biases in the methodology.

To draw a final comparison of the two methods, Table 7 shows the predictive

power of both models using all specifications of Table 6. We see that the binary

logit predicts more alliances that were observed in the data, but this is misleading

since it also predicts many incorrect alliances as well. As a base comparison, if every

possible dyad were predicted to be an alliance, the accuracy would be around 6.5%.

The logit predicts the outcome with some improvements in accuracy. The matching

model is roughly twice as accurate as the logit and the SIC-adjusted matching model

makes a substantive improvement in prediction over the original matching model.

Table 5.7: Prediction Results Comparison Across Model Specifications
Total Predicted Correct Alliances % Correct

Specification 1: Common Tech. Interests

Binary Logit 435 63 14.48
Matching 177 37 20.90
SIC Adj. Matching 175 59 33.71

Specification 2: Including Common External Tech. Interests

Binary Logit 877 95 10.83
Matching 174 39 22.41
SIC Adj. Matching 175 50 28.57

Specification 3: Full Model with Individual Characteristics

Binary Logit 946 100 10.57
Matching 167 40 23.95
SIC Adj. Matching 173 58 33.53

Null Model Prediction: 6.5% of all dyadic pairings between firms in the data resulted in an alliance.
Notes:
1. Binary choice over-predicts alliance formation among non-allied dyadic pairs and is about twice as accurate as a null model
2. Matching models predict less actual alliances, but are more accurate than binary choice
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5.6 Discussion

This paper set out to decouple technological interests and technological domains

in examining the conditions that lead to alliance formation. From the theory and

empirical analysis, I show that the benefits of technological overlap are mainly ex-

hibited through common technological interests of partners. Meanwhile, the firm’s

tendency to seek partners that occupy new technological domains also addresses

the resource redundancy drawbacks of too much overlap. From a methodological

standpoint, treating alliances within the perspective of a matching framework that

accounts for scarcity of partners and incomplete collaboration contracts is consequen-

tial as the pattern of results differ from traditional binary choice models, which may

lead to misleading findings such as an inverted-U effect of overlapping technological

interests on inferred alliance value.

Although all forms of overlapping technological interests did not exhibit eventual

negative returns under the matching estimation, diminishing returns may still exist.

From the theory, diminishing returns is possible when the technological interests of

partners converge. This is because as the compositions of firm technologies become

identical, so would their product markets. Thus the benefits arising from diffus-

ing technologies to new markets would be replaced with competition for customers

within common markets. An added consideration is that the rate of alliance knowl-

edge production can potentially diminish at higher levels of common technological

interests in the presence of increasing inter-firm coordination costs across wider pools

of relevant technologies.

Decomposing common technological interests, the results also show that external

overlapping interests between firms contribute more to alliance surplus than internal

overlapping interests. Thus, aggregate measures of general overlapping interest such

as common citations can erroneously pick up diminishing returns to alliance surplus
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if the decline in proportions of external overlapping interests is sufficiently stark. In

the data, greater levels of general overlapping interests are only moderately related

to lower proportions of external common interests, decreasing from 1 to 0.82 at the

highest quantile.

By considering the various forms of overlapping technological interests, this study

showed how the form of overlap may help distinguish between external and internal

common interests. This is important for empirical work that focuses on the locus

of firm technological interests as it may lead to erroneous interpretations of findings

when different forms of overlap (e.g. cross citations versus common citations) are used

interchangeably. The forms of overlap considered here are centered around citation

measures. Other forms of overlap may exist as measures become more fine-grained.

Developments in text analysis enable rich maps of a firm’s technological position

(Gerken and Moehrle, 2012). As these measures evolve, so must the constructs to

keep future scholars grounded on what characteristics are being detected in the data.

From the full model results, we also see that individual effects are not detected

under a binary logit. As noted earlier, this is fundamentally a symptom of invalid

observations in the dataset, namely the non-alliances of constructed firm-pairs. Qual-

itatively, the results from the binary logit do not change whether it is performed on

the set of matched pairs or the full set of dyadic pairs. A potential interesting null

result is the finding that previous alliance experience is unrelated to alliance value.

This may be due to issues of sample selection both at the firm level and the alliance

level. At the firm level, all companies were public at some point in time, which

meant they may have all accumulated experience from alliances, thus reducing the

variation. This is less of a concern since I observe these firms at different points in

time throughout the sample period. At the alliance level, experience was measured

based on total ties within the software-ICT firm context, but can also potentially be

reflected in total overall ties beyond the restricted empirical setting considered here.
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The analytical comparisons made in this paper question the validity of the method-

ological tools that are used to gain insight from observations. Binary choice models,

though widely applicable in various facets of empirical work, carry a specific set of

conditions that does not necessarily hold when analyzing interactive dynamics of

firms. Biases in estimation, as shown in the results, not only detect false effects,

but may also hide true effects. Future development and use of proper methodologies

should not be done in isolation from other areas of research. Instead, methods should

speak to theoretical insight by considering how the data is generated and what fea-

tures are present but unobservable that may render certain forms of analyses invalid.

The class of NTU matching models employed in this paper addressed the pres-

ence of capacity constrained firms but was also purposefully chosen to reflect the

dynamics of alliance formation. Unlike transferable utility (TU) matching models

which seek to maximize the aggregate value of the market, the NTU model with fixed

sharing rule on the alliance surplus results in an equilibrium where the highest val-

ued alliances are formed in order until either all positive-valued alliances are formed

or capacity constraints are reached. This is more realistic when firms are atomistic

and coordination on partner selection does not exist. Most importantly, selecting

the highest valued alliances in sequence requires taking individual firm characteris-

tics into consideration, enabling estimation of private value capture. By contrast,

TU models neglect individual effects since they play no role in adding or reducing

aggregate value within the market.
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6

Conclusion

The preceding chapters present a set of studies that address how firms gain com-

petitive advantage in dynamic product markets. This is particularly relevant for

industries characterized by rapid innovation such as mobile devices, information com-

munication technologies and prepackaged software. Such industries require firms to

take into account the actions of other players when mapping out their future direc-

tion of innovation. In this respect, firms may see the presence of other companies as

a competitive threat when racing to incorporate new technologies into products or

as potential collaborators who may provide complementary knowledge through joint

development and production.

The first empirical study (chapter 2) investigates the first case in the form of

innovation timing and market entry. I provide a novel conceptual and empirical

approach to illuminate attention patterns in the organization and link it to the in-

troduction of new technologies following a pioneer. I highlight the benefits of both

shared attention to rivals and dispersed attention across the vast variety of industry

topics that are present. In doing so, I show that attentional similarity and dispersion

both have important implications for technology strategy and that attention may
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serve as a critical managerial cognitive capability to improve speed of technological

commercialization as well as gain recovery from launching failed technologies. These

findings offer a base for subsequent research such as examining how attentional pat-

terns emerge within firms and understanding how such the direction of attention

across firms may converge or diverge over time.

The second empirical study (chapter 5) addresses the latter case when firms view

one another as potential collaborators. Acknowledging that firm technological char-

acteristics and partner selection represent important topics in the alliance literature,

I show that joint value creation and division are contingent upon them. I define tech-

nological interests of partners as a way to conceptualize each party’s knowledge base

where the firm is active in ongoing research. Next, I characterize firm technological

domains as product areas where new knowledge generated within an alliance can be

commercialized. Utilizing a new method (developed in chapters 3 & 4) that is ap-

propriate for a setting where firms compete for limited collaboration opportunities,

I provide evidence that partners with common technological interests and disparate

technological domains generate higher alliance value from greater joint knowledge

production and its wider application across various product areas.

Additionally, I decompose common interest into technologies that are patented

by partners within a focal alliance and those that reside outside the alliance. Under

this distinction, I discover that alliances generate more added value when common

interests of partners reside in technologies that neither party owns, often requiring the

combined efforts of both firms to realize its commercial value. Lastly, the nature of

incomplete contracts combined with opportunity costs of partners enable relatively

large firms and those with more distinct technological domains to appropriate a

greater share of the joint alliance value. Since these firms have higher-valued exit

options in the event of alliance dissolution, they are less reliant on partners, giving

them relatively greater bargaining power for dividing up the joint value produced
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within a collaboration.

This raises several questions for future research. For example, how do other tech-

nological characteristics such as the depth of a firm’s specialization in certain areas

affect its tendency for collaboration? This is not obvious since having a highly focused

area of technological expertise may limit the firm’s reception to outside knowledge or

enable it to uncover greater potential complementarities with partners in other areas

of specialization. Another promising body of work with methodological implications

and future empirical applications can investigate how partner opportunity costs may

change over time once a collaboration has been initiated but not completed. Under

this condition, potential partners may initiate alliances with the intention of dissolv-

ing them prematurely since the firm’s ability to generate value by itself depends on

such prior engagements.
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Appendix A

Formal Proofs of Propositions

This subsection provides a formal treatment of the theoretical results from chapter 5.

The first part addresses the propositions from the alliance formation section (5.1.2).

In the previous chapter, it is straightforward to verify that propositions 1 and 2 imply

each other based on the model setup. Therefore, only the proof for proposition 2 is

demonstrated. In the second part, the propositions corresponding to the hypotheses

from section (5.2) are proven using the established model.

A.1 Matching Equilibrium of Alliance Formation

To conceptualize alliance formation within a matching framework, I decided to adopt

a Non-Transferable Utility (NTU) setup. The idea is that since the value within

alliances are not realized upfront, but may take months or years before such inter-

firm agreements get completed, the utility or values that each partner obtains cannot

be committed or shared across alliances at the time of formation. Letting Vij denote

the total value that an alliance between firm i and firm j would generate and vi, vj

respectively denote the values that firm i and firm j would privately obtain in the
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absence of an alliance, I define the match surplus as:

πij � Vij � vi � vj

Next, in the event of alliance formation, let the values that each firm privately

captures be defined as:

πiij � vi � σijπij

πjij � vj � p1 � σijqπij

The above equations state that when firms i and j form an alliance, they privately

capture the values that is equal to their opportunity cost plus a share of the surplus

or added value from alliance formation. In accordance with the NTU Matching

framework, I define an equilibrium based on two criteria.

I say that a matching outcome is in equilibrium if:

1. Individual Rationality: For an observed match between firms A and B, the

following conditions must hold:

• πAAB ¡ vA

• πBAB ¡ vB

2. No Blocking: For two observed matches between firms {A,B} and firms {C,D},

each of the following conditions must not hold:

• πAAC ¡ πAAB and πCAC ¡ πCCD

• πAAD ¡ πAAB and πDAD ¡ πDCD

• πBBC ¡ πBAB and πCBC ¡ πCCD

• πBBD ¡ πBAB and πDBD ¡ πDCD
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The Individual Rationality Condition states that it is in the best interest of each

firm in an observed alliance to stay in the alliance than to exit the alliance. The

No Blocking Condition states that for two observed alliances among 4 distinct firms,

there is no incentive for any two firms to forgo their current partnership and form a

new alliance.

Now I provide a necessary and sufficient assumption for Proposition 2 in the

paper to hold.

Assumption (Surplus-Private Value Alignment). The divisions of surplus within

potential alliances are allocated in a way such that if πAB ¡ πCD then πAAB�vA, π
B
AB�

vB ¡ πCCD � vC , π
D
CD � vD

This assumption states that if the total surplus from a potential alliance is greater

than the total surplus from another potential alliance, then each partner in the

higher surplus alliance will privately capture greater added value than the partners

in the lower surplus alliance. Thus, even though utility is not transferable across

alliances, it is divided within the alliances in such a way that firms in the alliance

formation stage will select alliances with the highest total alliance level surplus. In

the paper, a special case of the above assumption is adopted, namely that the surplus

division between partners is 1/2, as determined by the Nash Bargaining solution. The

following proposition now follows.

Proposition (Equilibrium Characterization). Given the above assumption, when

two alliances between firms {A,B} and firms {C,D} are observed. The following

conditions must be true:

1. maxtπAB, πCDu ¡ maxtπAC , πBDu

2. maxtπAB, πCDu ¡ maxtπAD, πBCu
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Proof. It suffices to prove case 1, since case 2 will follow by the same argument. The

proof is given by contradiction. Suppose the condition does not hold and without

loss of generality, let:

πAC � maxtπAC , πBDu

Then, we have:

πAC ¡ πAB, πCD

From the assumption given above, this also implies that:

πAAC � vA ¡ πAAB � vA

and

πCAC � vC ¡ πCCD � vC

But this violates the no-blocking condition since: πAAC ¡ πAAB and πCAC ¡ πCCD

A.2 Alliance Value Creation and Appropriation

Here, I state the propositions and provide proofs based on the established model of

chapter-section (5.2). The propositions will differ slightly from the hypotheses to

reflect more precise statements.

To simplify notation, I re-write the value of technological configurations as knowl-

edge production functions:

KABpτq � LpωA,ω
1
A,ωB,ω

1
Bq

KA � maxtθpω1
Aq, θpωAqu

KB � maxtθpω1
Bq, θpωBqu

The knowledge production terms KABp�q, KA, and KB respectively represent the

quality of technological development from an alliance between firms A and B, and

separately for firm A and firm B in the absence of an alliance. The input term τ is
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a natural number that indicates the number of common component configurations

between both firms. I can further make an innocuous simplification by restricting

the analysis to the case of no overlapping markets between firms A and B. The value

functions can now be re-written as:

VAB � r||βA||1 � ||βB||1sKABpτq

vA � ||βA||1KA � V ONIpsAq

vB � ||βB||1KB � V ONIpsBq

Proposition 3. Given the alliance surplus π � VAB � vA � vB,

A. If technological components are coupled, then dπ
dτ
� 0

B. If technological components are modular, then dπ
dτ
¡ 0

Proof. Note that dKA

dτ
� dKB

dτ
� 0 by construction. When components are coupled,

recall that:

KABpτq �MaxtθpωAq, θpω
1
Aq, θpωBq, θpω

1
Bqu

Thus, dKAB

dτ
� 0. On the other hand, when components are modular,

KABpτq �MaxtθpωAq, θpω
1
Aq, θpωBq, θpω

1
Bqu for τ � 0

KABpτq �MaxtθpωAq, θpω
1
Aq, θpωBq, θpω

1
Bqu

�
τpτ � 1q

N2
Ermaxtθpω1q, θpωqu � θpωqs for τ ¥ 1

The combined knowledge production given modular components is equal to the max-

imum of observed configuration values plus the chance that both firms selected dif-

ferent components within their common initial configured set times the expected

learning from incremental component adjustment. The marginal effect of more com-

mon components is given by:

dKAB

dτ
�

2τ � 1

N2
Ermaxtθpω1q, θpωqu � θpωqs ¡ 0 for τ ¥ 1
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This leads to the following result:

dπ

dτ
� r||βA||1 � ||βB||1s

dKAB

dτ
� 0 when components are coupled

dπ

dτ
� r||βA||1 � ||βB||1s

dKAB

dτ
¡ 0 when components are modular

Before stating the next proposition, I modify the alliance knowledge production

function to take two inputs τL and τD that respectively represent the number of

commonly configured local and distant components. In addition, for convenient

simplification, I consider only the extreme cases where the configurations of firms A

and B can have only common local components or only common distant components,

allowing the joint knowledge production function to be written as:

KABpτL, 0q �MaxtθpωAq, θpω
1
Aq, θpωBq, θpω

1
Bqu

�
τLpτL � 1q

N2
Ermaxtθpω1q, θpωqu � θpωq | j P SLs for τL ¥ 1

KABp0, τDq �MaxtθpωAq, θpω
1
Aq, θpωBq, θpω

1
Bqu

�
τDpτD � 1q

N2
Ermaxtθpω1q, θpωqu � θpωq | j P SDs for τD ¥ 1

Proposition 4. Given modular technological components, there exist values γL,γH

such that:,

A. EDrθpω
1q�θpωq | θpω1q¡θpωqs

ELrθpω1q�θpωq | θpω1q¡θpωqs
¡ γH implies dπ

dτD
¡ dπ

dτL
for all values of γL,γH ¥ 1

B. EDrθpω
1q�θpωq | θpω1q¡θpωqs

ELrθpω1q�θpωq | θpω1q¡θpωqs
  γL implies dπ

dτD
  dπ

dτL
for all values of γL,γH ¥ 1

Proof. From the prior result, we have:

dπ

dτL
� r||βA||1 � ||βB||1s

2τL � 1

N2
Ermaxtθpω1q, θpωqu � θpωq | j P SLs
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dπ

dτD
� r||βA||1 � ||βB||1s

2τD � 1

N2
Ermaxtθpω1q, θpωqu � θpωq | j P SDs

Recall that:

Ermaxtθpω1q, θpωqu � θpωq | j P SLs

� PLpθpω
1q ¡ θpωqq � ELrθpω

1q � θpωq | θpω1q ¡ θpωqs

Ermaxtθpω1q, θpωqu � θpωq | j P SDs

� PDpθpω
1q ¡ θpωqq � EDrθpω

1q � θpωq | θpω1q ¡ θpωqs

Rearranging the terms, we see:

dπ

dτD
¡
 

dπ

dτL
if and only if

EDrθpω
1q � θpωq | θpω1q ¡ θpωqs

ELrθpω1q � θpωq | θpω1q ¡ θpωqs
¡
 
PLpθpω

1q ¡ θpωqq

PDpθpω1q ¡ θpωqq

� 2τL � 1

2τD � 1

�

Since 1 ¤ τL, τD   N , the proposition follows by setting:

γH �
PLpθpω

1q ¡ θpωqq

PDpθpω1q ¡ θpωqq
r2N � 1s and γL �

PLpθpω
1q ¡ θpωqq

PDpθpω1q ¡ θpωqq

� 1

2N � 1

�

It should be mentioned that there are two simplifications made to illuminate the

proofs and that without such simplifications, the propositions would still hold:

1. The alliance knowledge production function KABp�q only took into consider-

ation the possibility of learning from partners experiments when both firms

component adjustments are in the common configured set. However, there is

also the possibility of learning when only 1 firm experiments with a component

in the common configured set and finds an improvement, but still has inferior

quality technology relative to its partner. Proposition 1 remains valid since

more common configured components increases probability of learning within

the alliance.
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2. Firms may have a mixture of common local and common distant components.

Proposition 2 would still hold since thresholds 0   γL, γH   inf would always

exist. This is easy to see since the extreme case of EDrθpω
1q � θpωq | θpω1q ¥

θpωqs � 0 implies that dπ
dτD

� 0.

Proposition 5. dπ
d||βA||1

, dπ
d||βB ||1

¡ 0

Proof. Checking both cases:

1. dπ
d||βA||1

� KABpτq �KA ¡ 0

2. dπ
d||βB ||1

� KABpτq �KB ¡ 0

Proposition 6. dπ
dsA

, dπ
dsB

  0

Proof. This results follow directly from the assumption in Section 3.5:

1. dπ
dsA

� �dV ONIpsAq
dsA

  0

2. dπ
dsB

� �dV ONIpsBq
dsB

  0
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